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GOING ON AUTOMATIC: THE
RIGHT PATH TOWARD
RETIREMENT INCOME
SECURITY FOR ALL?
By Larry W. Beeferman* and Matthew B. Becker†

Abstract

This paper is animated by the serious challenge to American households of enjoying income
security in retirement. It strives to inform thinking about how to address this challenge by focusing
on two policy initiatives. One was embodied in certain provisions of the federal Pension
Protection Act of 2006 (the “Act”). These provisions facilitated the involuntary (“automatic”)
enrollment of workers in defined contribution plans proffered by their employers. These legislative
changes were complemented by regulations that channeled contributions of automatically
enrolled workers into one of several specified, so-called Qualified Default Investment Alternatives
(QDIAs). The other initiative is embodied in a proposal by the Obama administration to
automatically enroll into Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs) many workers whose employers
do not offer them participation in a retirement plan
The paper describes the rationales offered at the time for the Act’s provisions, the manner in
which the enacted policies have been implemented, and how effective they have been and are
likely to be. It assesses the strength of the evidence available at the time to support advocates’
contentions that automatic enrollment would be a success. It then considers as well the very
limited post-enactment literature on the outcomes of automatic enrollment. It then reviews the
literature on persistence (over time) of contributions to defined contribution (DC) plans and how
realistic or justifiable those expectations of success were. The paper then characterizes the
Obama administration’s automatic IRA proposal, complements the earlier review relating to DC
plan contributions with one pertaining to persistence (over time) of contributions to IRAs. This is
followed by an evaluation of the workings and outcomes on New Zealand’s KiwiSaver scheme. Of
currently operating schemes, it bears the closest resemblance to what the Obama administration
has proposed. Finally, drawing on the findings and observations in the preceding sections, the
paper offers a broader perspective on the directions policy should take if there is to be a serious
prospect of ensuring retirement income security for all households in this country.
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Introduction

The concern which animates this paper is the challenge to American households of
enjoying income security in retirement. That it is a serious challenge – especially for
post-boomer generations – is pretty much beyond dispute. There are a plethora of
would-be policy solutions to the problem, including ones advanced by the current
administration. However, even setting interest group politics and ideology aside – which,
admittedly, given the process and conclusion of the debate over healthcare reform is
hard to imagine – settling upon what solutions should be sought is no mean task. As two
thoughtful scholars of the field have pointed out, important criteria according to which the
wisdom and efficacy of different proposed policies might be assessed are not merely
numerous but also often in tension with one another. Given those tensions they remark
that there is no one “best” solution; rather, one or another “second-best” solution
depending how various tradeoffs are made.1 More specific to the American context, two
recently formulated frameworks for retirement income security policy reform offer
valuable, but multiple- (and in some measure norm-based) criteria for policies which
might make for difficult decisions.2 What these suggest is that – again, policy and
ideology aside – the path to ultimately choosing policies that realistically can meet the
challenge is not an easy one.

This paper strives to inform thinking about how to address this challenge by focusing on
two policy initiatives, one seemingly modest which was enacted into law several years
ago; the other of arguably greater potential import, but which is only now beginning to
attract serious attention. The former is embodied in certain provisions of the federal
Pension Protection Act of 2006 (the Act). These provisions facilitated the involuntary
(“automatic”) enrollment of workers in defined contribution plans proffered by their
employers. These legislative changes were complemented by legislatively-mandated
regulations promulgated by the Department of Labor that channeled contributions of
automatically enrolled workers into one of several specified, so-called Qualified Default
Investment Alternatives (QDIAs) The latter are embodied in a proposal by the Obama
administration to automatically enroll many workers at employers who do not offer
participation in a retirement plan into Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs). Although
the administration has only offered only a broad outline of its ideas, in the recent past
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members of the House and Senate filed detailed bills that incorporated similar ideas, and
recently there has been some attention before congressional committees (without further
action being taken), thereby providing for more detailed insight into what such a plan
might look like.

Our approach to the task will be as follows. First, we will describe the circumstances that
set the context for and the reasons offered by those who pressed for enactment of the
2006 provisions, the manner in which the policies have been implemented as they relate
to QDIAs, and how effective those policies as implemented have been and are likely to
be. Second, we will take a very close look at the strength of the evidence that was
available at the time in support of advocates’ contentions that automatic enrollment
would be a success; then consider as well the very limited post-enactment literature on
the outcomes of automatic enrollment. We follow that assessment with a review of
literature on persistence (over time) of contributions to such plans and how that bears on
how realistic or justifiable those expectations of success were. We next turn to a brief
characterization

of

the

Obama

administration’s

automatic

IRAs

proposals,

complementing the earlier discussion about the empirical literature about persistence of
DC plan contributions with an analogous one about persistence (over time) of
contributions to IRAs. This is followed by an evaluation of the workings and outcomes of
New Zealand’s KiwiSaver scheme. Of currently operating schemes, it is apparently the
only one which bears a close resemblance to what the Obama administration has
proposed. The aim of these reviews and evaluations is to offer insights about what the
Obama administration proposal might reasonably be believed to achieve in terms of
participation, if enacted.

Finally, drawing on the findings and observations in those sections, we offer a broader
perspective on the directions policy should take if there is to be a serious prospect of
ensuring retirement income security for all households in this country. Suffice it to say,
the text which precedes that last section strongly suggests that the administration’s
current proposal does not offer such a prospect.

Why Were the Automatic Enrollment and Qualified Default Investment Alternatives
Provisions of the Pension Protection Act of 2006 (the Act) Enacted?
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Certain provisions of the relatively recently enacted federal Pension Protection Act of
2006 (the Act) were ostensibly calculated to enhance retirement security by changing
the framework within which contributions are made to defined contribution plans and
according to which they are to be invested.

Briefly stated, they were thought to be warranted for the following reasons:

First, the prospects of the vast majority of American households for income security in
retirement rest on what they can expect to receive in the form of Social Security benefits
and cash income or distributions from employment-based retirement plans. For that
substantial swath of the population, neither personal savings nor equity in homes is likely
to loom large in that respect. (Indeed, given the financial meltdown and disasters in the
housing market, home equity will almost certainly be even less important.)3

Second, Social Security will likely be the exclusive source of financial support for roughly
half of retired households. For many more households, it will be a substantial source of
support.4 In either case, for many people Social Security will afford important (and basic)
financial support in retirement, but nowhere near what households need to sustain their
pre-retirement standard of living in retirement or, in some cases, a minimally adequate
one.5

Third, this almost exclusive or substantial reliance is linked to the fact that at any given
time during at least the past 25 years only about 50 percent of American workers were
offered participation in an employment-based retirement plan (with a smaller percentage
actually participating.)6

Fourth, despite the relative stability of the rate of participation in employment-based
retirement plans, there has been a significant shift in the plans offered to workers.
Namely, there has been a dramatic movement away from workers participating in
defined benefit plans (for which participation has been mandatory) to those offered
participation in defined contribution plans (for whom participation has been voluntary).7
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Fifth, the shift by employers away from defined benefit plans to defined contribution
plans appears to be associated with a decrease in monies spent by employers on
retirement plans.8

Sixth, for a variety of reasons, employee contributions have been low in relation to what
many believe realistically is required for them to maintain their standard of living in
retirement.9

Seventh, employee contributions to defined contribution plans are sporadic for a number
of reasons, because many workers who are offered participation in these plans do not
take up the offer, while those who do so will not infrequently fail to maintain their
contribution level or fail to make any contributions at all. Also, subsequent employers
may not offer them participation in such plans, so employees may not have the
opportunity to continue making contributions after changing jobs. (We return to these
points below.)

Eighth, individual retirement accounts (IRAs) have been thought to be a useful means by
which people can accumulate assets on an individual, non-employment basis. However,
even though an enormous amount of assets have been accumulated in IRA accounts –
though generally by higher income households – the sums are overwhelmingly the result
of rollovers of assets previously accumulated in defined contribution plans at the time of
job loss, job change, or retirement.10 In other words, for the most part IRAs represent the
outcomes of defined contribution plans in a different guise. (We return to this point as
well below.)

Ninth, it should be noted that employment-based retirement plans in general, and
defined contribution plans (and IRAs) in particular are strongly incentivized by and
benefit from annual tax subsidies.11

Indeed, almost perversely, the subsidies are

skewed to higher income households.12 Perhaps as problematic is the suggestion –
though not an uncontested one – that as currently crafted, these subsidies do relatively
little to increase national saving.13
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Tenth, many contend that workers’ investment decisions with respect to monies in their
accounts have frequently been sufficiently ill-considered as to significantly undermine
their prospects for accumulating sufficient assets by retirement. 14

There are a number of reasons for the state of affairs described above. But prominent
among them has been the relative triumph of the notion of voluntarism or choice. Thus,
the relatively static percentage of workers offered plans may be seen as attributable to
existing plans reflecting the ostensible voluntary arrangements between employers and
workers about the terms of employment. The shift to defined contribution plans within
retirement plans that are offered is said to reflect a further playing out of those voluntary
arrangements; that is, defined contributions plans are what workers allegedly want or
choose to have. In turn, the fact that significant percentages of workers offered
participation in defined contribution plans do not participate; that if they participate do so
on an irregular basis; and that when they do contribute the amounts contributed are
irregular (and in all events frequently fall short of what by any reasonable measure is
needed) are artifacts of their ostensibly voluntary decisions. Finally, workers’ decisions
about how to invest their contributions are justified as an expression and/or vindication of
their voluntary choices, the problematic outcomes notwithstanding.

The Legislative Fix

The legislation on which we focus takes for granted this overall framework and is geared
in certain specific and narrow ways to remedying some of its problematic outcomes.
That is, the provisions focus only on defined contribution plans. They seek not to expand
the universe of employers who offer participation in such plans to their workers or to
increase the level of contributions by employers who do. Rather they aim to increase the
percentage of those workers who take up the offer of participation and spur higher and
more consistent worker contributions.

In essence, the effort to do so is grounded in the following considerations: In a sense the
notion is that if an employer automatically enrolls workers in a plan, then even though
those workers would have the chance to disenroll (“opt-out”) then or at a later time, they
will remain enrolled either (1) by reason of inertia on their part or (2) their recognition of
the value of becoming and staying enrolled. Of course, the efficacy of this approach
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depends on the willingness of employers to offer plans, to automatically enroll their
workers in them, and to give workers the opportunity to opt-out. There appears to have
been serious enough concern among employers that doing so was risky as a legal
matter. By definition, workers’ enrollment would be involuntary – automatic – so, of
necessity, employers would have to designate the investment vehicle(s) into which
automatically enrolled workers’ contributions would be placed. Employers’ control over
that decision combined with the potential for poor financial outcomes from the default
investments raised the specter of employers being the object of breach of fiduciary duty
legal claims.

The would-be solution took the form of amendments to section 404(c)(5)(A) of the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA). (These were a few among many
other defined benefit and defined contribution plan related provisions of the so-called
Pension Protection Act of 2006.) The legislation affords employers a “safe harbor”
defense against breach of fiduciary duty claims if the kinds of “default investments” they
choose satisfy legislative and regulatory requirements. The statute essentially left the
prescription for what were safe harbor investments – termed “qualified default
investment alternatives” (QDIAs) – to regulations to be promulgated by the Secretary of
Labor. More particularly, the statute simply requires that the regulations “provide
guidance on the appropriateness of designating default investments that include a mix of
asset classes consistent with capital preservation or long-term capital appreciation or a
blend of both.”15

The relevant portion of the regulation issued by the Department of Labor (29 CFR
§ 2550.404c-5(e)(4)) provides that the investment can be one among three kinds of
products, model portfolios or services. Of the three specified, for reasons explained
below, the one of most interest here is
(i) An investment fund product or model portfolio that applies generally accepted
investment theories, is diversified so as to minimize the risk of large losses and
that is designed to provide varying degrees of long-term appreciation and capital
preservation through a mix of equity and fixed income exposures based on the
participant's age, target retirement date (such as normal retirement age under the
plan) or life expectancy. Such products and portfolios change their asset
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allocations and associated risk levels over time with the objective of becoming
more conservative (i.e., decreasing risk of losses) with increasing age. For
purposes of this paragraph (e)(4)(i), asset allocation decisions for such products
and portfolios are not required to take into account risk tolerances, investments
or other preferences of an individual participant. An example of such a fund or
portfolio may be a “life-cycle” or “targeted-retirement-date” fund or account.16
The provision refers to what is typically termed a “targeted-retirement-date” fund (what
more commonly is referred to – and to which we refer to and describe in detail below –
as a “target date” fund (TDF) As we shall see shortly, it is significant because of the
massive flow of contributions into such investment vehicles.

However, before turning to that and other issues, we take note of the virtual absence of
a public record of discussion of the automatic enrollment provisions at congressional
hearings or in debate, the sparse, broad, and vague legislative language as to what
might count as a QDIA, and what would appears to be a very limited record upon which
that language was implemented through regulation by the Department of Labor. This is
striking given the importance of the menu of qualified default investments to investment
and ultimate retirement outcomes for plan participants. It is especially so in light of the
wide variation in the default investment menus designated by other countries and the
multiplicity of factors that arguably bear upon the appropriate formulation of those
menus.17 In essence, there needed to be a thoroughgoing consideration of what the
prescription for permissible default investments should be in light of a host of potentially
relevant factors. There seems to have been no such consideration.

Part I. Target Date Funds as a Qualified Default Investment Alternative

Target Date Funds: What They Are and the Rationales for Them

Although terminology in this area varies (and is not necessarily consistent), TDFs are a
type of so-called lifecycle fund, which have been available since the early 1990s.18 The
investment strategy for such funds is informed by perceptions of what is appropriate
and/or desirable in light of what are thought to be people’s typical life cycle
circumstances and needs. In the first instance those circumstance and needs point to
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relatively riskier, but would-be higher-returns early in their life-cycle and the opposite
toward the end. TDFs tie thinking about the changing mix to a specified date associated
with the plan participant’s ostensible date of retirement. The rebalancing process over
time is typically referred to as the fund’s “glide path.” A commonly cited basic premise for
this strategy is that when a person is young, he should invest in high-yielding funds
despite the risks such actions entail, because he has many years until retirement to
make up for any dip in the market that may occur at that time. By contrast, it is argued
that someone nearing retirement age has much less time to compensate for such losses
so should invest more conservatively. By periodically rebalancing the mix of assets,
target-date funds are said to provide investors with a diversified portfolio that is tailored
to serve as the one and only investment a person need make. Particular TDFs are
typically labeled by a specific year associated with the would-be retirement date to which
the fund’s investment choices are geared.

By contrast with the above, a lifestyle fund, according to one characterization, has a
mixture based on factors that “include an investor's age, level of risk aversion, the
investment's purpose and the length of time until the principal will be withdrawn.”19 A
more narrow definition offered by the leading investment company industry organization
is that a lifestyle fund “maintain[s] a predetermined risk level and generally use[s] words
such as ‘conservative,’ ‘moderate,’ or ‘aggressive’ in their names to indicate the fund’s
risk level.”20

The focus on TDFs here rests, in part, on their prominence as the dominant default
investment among the allowable QDIAs and TDFs having been hailed as a viable
solution to four of the most serious problems with individual plan participants’
management of the investments in their defined contribution accounts. The problems
include poor diversification as a general matter, inappropriate diversification with regard
to a person’s particular investment goals, inertia in rebalancing investment portfolios,
and emotional (crisis-driven) trading.21 TDFs have been promoted as offering an
attractive means for dealing with these problems.22 It is said that they are
straightforward, easy to understand, and a “set it and forget it” instrument, and that they
simplify the role of everyday investors in planning for retirement or other important
dates.23 On this view, a worker need only choose a fund with a target date matching his
or her planned retirement date. Thereafter someone else manages the money with the
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target date outcome in mind. Correspondingly, the worker’s attention is said to be
diverted from short-term performance.24 Another claim made by some is that these funds
“are meant to be steady performers, not shooting stars” without the kind of volatility that
might scare account holders.”25

The Growing Role of Target Date Funds in the Market for Retirement Plan Assets

The rapid growth of TDFs both in terms of the number of accounts in which they are held
and the amount of assets invested is attributed to these factors. As discussed below, the
enactment of the default investment provisions has given additional and considerable
impetus to that growth.26

With regard to the number accounts, according to a 2009 end of the year survey by
Vanguard (of plans for which it provided record keeping services), 75% of all defined
contribution plan sponsors had TDFs on their investment menus, a sharp increase from
13% in 2004.27 About 46% of all plans specifically designated a QDIA default with a TDF
as the choice of the default.28 In this regard, it was suggested that TDFs “are rapidly
replacing risk-based life-cycle funds in investment menus.”29 Many, though not all, of
these plans made use of automatic enrollment (or made employer contributions other
than a match)30

Reported figures vary fairly widely depending on the survey or other source of
information used. As of the end of 2009, “21% of Vanguard plans permitting employeeelective deferrals had adopted components of an autopilot design.”31 Of large (more than
5,000 employees) and mid-size firms (between 1,000 and 4, 999 employees), 43%
provided that feature.32 By contrast, just 14% of plans with fewer than 1,000 participants
had automatic enrollment designs.33 Overall, “43% of all participants [were then] in plans
with automatic enrollment designs.”34 Of those plans that adopted automatic enrollment,
the overwhelming number –- 90% –- a TDF fund was the default fund.35 “Participants
who enrolled in 2009 were contributing 42% of new monies to target-date funds.”

36

Among all of Vanguard’s plans, 58% were QDIA ones. Among them, 80% of the
designated QDIAs were TDFs.37 More generally (that is, regardless of automatic
enrollment features), 75% of all plans offered a TDF. TDFs represented 12% of all plan
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assets. About 42 of all participants used TDFs. For participants with TDFs, 38% of all
account balances were invested in that kind of vehicle.38

A different, April 2009 survey by an industry-related organization found that 91.9% of all
plans had a default option and that 61.2% of them (or about 56% of all plans) employed
TDFs as their qualified default option.39 In addition, 17% of those surveyed “provide[d]
[TDFs] as stand-alone [non-default] investment menu options.”40 The main vehicle by
which such TDFs were delivered was a mutual fund.41 The organization also reported
that 39.6% of the plans surveyed had automatic enrollment compared to 35.6% in 2007,
though it was much more prominent at large companies than small ones.42 (“[M]ore than
half (55.3[%]) of plans with 5,000 or more participants us[ed] automatic enrollment.”)43
“More than half of companies with automatic enrollment use[d] target date funds
(59.7[%]) as the default investment vehicle.” 44

Another survey in May 2009 by that organization relating to 403(b) sponsors found that
27.3% had automatic enrollment (with moderate size employers having the highest rate,
34.3%).45 About three-quarters of those were sponsors who automatically enrolled new
hires; the remainder, all (previous) non-participants.46 For those sponsors with automatic
enrollment, 36.8% used TDFs as the default investment.47 However, TDFs are more
broadly available among 403(b) sponsors: 51.2% of all such plans offered TDFs as the
default option or as a stand-alone fund.48 Here, too the predominant structure for
delivering the TDFs was through mutual funds.49

There have been reports from surveys by several major firms active in the retirement
plan industry as well. According to a 2009 survey by a major consulting firm of 300
employers with a total of 3.8 million plan participants and $350 billion in plan assets, the
percentage of employers who automatically enrolled their workers rose from 34% in
2007 to 58% in 2009.50 The percentage of plans that defaulted their workers into TDFs
rose from 50% to 69%.51 (More generally, the percentage of plans offering TDFs rose
from 58% to 78%52) According to a second consulting firm, in 2009, drawing on a survey
of 600 employers – slightly less than half of which were publicly held (46%) and whose
median number of employees as in the range of several thousand – stated that nearly
half (47%) had a plan with “an automatic enrollment/negative election feature.” Of those
with such a provision, “[a] majority (77%) reported that auto-enrollment had increased
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participation rates.”53 A research center – based on what it described as a “nationally
representative sample of 601 employers” including “301…large companies and
300…small companies” – found that 27% of these companies automatically enrolled
new employees in the employee funded plan.54 The figure for large companies was 31%;
for small companies, 22%.55 It noted, though, that “[f]ewer than five percent of employers
plan to adopt automatic enrollment and the percentage has decreased since 2007.”56

Although automatic enrollment into TDFs has almost certainly spurred some of this
growth, according to one estimate, as of December 31, 2007, of all plan enrollees with
TDFs, only 7.2 percent were auto-enrollees.57 However, that percentage increased
significantly with plan size: from 0.4 percent for plans with 1-10 participants to 31.8
percent for plans with 10,000 or more participants.”58 For a very high percentage of autoenrollees with TDFs, TDFs were their only investment; this was the case with a more
modest percentage of non-auto-enrollees.59

There has been a parallel growth in the number of vehicles for TDF investments and
assets so managed. Prominent among those vehicles have been mutual funds. The
number of TDF mutual funds increased steadily from 85 in 2004 to 347 by the end of
2008.60 Assets in such funds grew from $44 billion in net assets in 2004 to $115 billion in
2006, $183 billion in 2007, and $204 billion as of May 2008. Although the figure dropped
to $164 billion at the end of 2008 in the wake of the financial crisis, by the end of 2009 it
had rebounded to $256 billion. (Net new cash flow into mutual fund TDFs was $43.4
billion in 2009, down from the 2008 pre-financial meltdown high of $56.2 billion in
2007).61 Most TDF mutual fund assets (84%) were held in retirement accounts, about
two-thirds in DC plans and about one fifth in IRAs (with a smaller percentage being held
by other investors.).62 Given that by far the bulk of IRA assets are the result of rollovers
from defined contribution plans (rather than direct contributions), it may be that the TDF
figure for IRAs reflects that fact as well. These increases were driven primarily by
contributions, not investment returns.63

Such growth is projected to continue. According to one estimate, TDFs will reach $324
billion in assets by the end of this year64 Others suggest that the figure will be over $450
billion.65 A longer range projection by a research firm consulting to asset managers is
that by 2018, TDF assets will be approximately $2.6 trillion (compared to what it reports
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to have been $0.3 trillion in 2008).66 The firm also suggests that the mix investment
managers responsible for TDFs investments will shift: while in 2008 44% of TDF assets
were bundled by firms that the plan record keepers with those firms’ TDF offerings, 38%
were unbundled, and 17% were custom (a TDF option tailor-made for a particular client).
It expects approximately 25% to be bundled, 38% to be unbundled, and 37% to be
custom in 2018.67

Even though, as of August 2008, at least 36 mutual fund managers were reported to
have offered approximately 250 different TDFs, the field is dominated by a few major
players.68 More particularly, at that time, the three largest fund families, those of Fidelity,
Vanguard, and T. Rowe Price, together held 80% of all TDF assets.69 As of September
30, 2009, of the 25 largest TDFs, which held 164.6 billion in assets, all but three were
Fidelity, Vanguard, and T. Rowe Price funds (which altogether managed $155.0 billion of
those assets).70 Of these, Fidelity is the largest, with over $99.3 billion in TDF assets, or
approximately 38.7% of the market.71

As the foregoing suggests, mutual funds have been the dominant vehicles for and
providers of TDF funds. However, there appears to be a significant movement on the
part of large sponsors to establish their own TDFs through collective investment trusts
(CITs) created by those sponsors. According to one estimate, as of the end of 2008,
CITs overall “held $1.4 trillion in assets…compared to approximately $5.0 trillion in longterm assets for mutual funds.”72 However, part of the former sum is in defined benefit
plans and some in 401(k)-type plans.73 According to another, “there are about 2,000
CITs” currently and “[s]ince 2000, more than 770…were launched.”74 Essentially, this
entails companies either choosing existing funds, or creating TDFs through the
establishment of managed pools of money.75

It appears that this move has been spurred by employers’ believing that they can reduce
management or administrative fees while maintaining high performance funds.76
However it would appear to be more of a viable alternative for large companies but not
for small ones for which the problem of the offering and participation in employmentbased plans is most challenging.77 (It should be noted that while CITs may offer
advantages in terms of lower fees, they have disadvantages as well, though we do not
canvass them here.78)
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Target Date Funds Are Associated With Diverse and Conflicting Goals

While the target date fund concept seems rather simple and straightforward, a number of
important and challenging issues are posed when it comes to implementing the concept
just within the American context.79 They include significant differences over the
retirement security-related goals TDFs should be designed to achieve as well as the
methods by which those goals are to be attained. While these issues, which we detail
below, are in and of themselves problematic, the difficulties are compounded for other
reasons. As one major market research firm phrased the matter, “it is critical that funds
disclose and be transparent about the “significant philosophical and pragmatic
differences” they have with one another, because such an understanding is “critical in
fully comprehending the potential risks and performance behavior” of the fund series and
how they compare. However, what funds in fact offer in that regard is “in most instances
inadequate.”80 For example, according to one study, “exactly half of target date fund
families [in their prospectuses broadly and uninformatively] claim that their objectives
‘derive from their asset allocation.’”81 Indeed, the study author remarks that, “[i]f it is hard
for Morningstar to get the information it needs to analyze target date funds, imagine the
burden placed upon plan sponsor fiduciaries and individual investors to determine the
objectives and holdings of individual target date funds.”82

One major set of concerns relates to the wide difference in opinion among academics
and practitioners as to the goals that TDFs should be designed to achieve. There is
much contention over whether a TDF has served its purpose once the would-be target
date is reached, or whether provision should be made for the TDF asset manager to
continue to manage the assets in accordance with a pre-conceived plan beyond the
target date. This is referred to as the to or through debate. Typically, it contrasts the
need to account for not only market risk up until the ostensible date for retirement, but
also the importance of addressing longevity risk (the risk that one might outlive one’s
savings) and inflation risk (that for those many participants with non-inflation adjusted
benefits the inflation’s serious erosion of real income over time).83 Somewhat more
broadly – in marketing terms at least – a portfolio manager for one of the largest fund
families stated that its through products “are designed to be a one-stop lifetime option for
plan participants,” and not “just an accumulation product to safely get to retirement…A
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significant focus…[would be] to provide withdrawals over a long retirement.”84 The
through approach has elicited diverse and arguably more wide-ranging prescriptions
(than for “to” funds) by scholars, analysts, and fund managers for the best approach to
the investments required to meet those goals.85

In sharp contrast, critics of this approach contend that TDFs should not be used for, nor
were they ever intended to be, lifetime funds. Rather, they argue, TDFs should focus
only on the accumulation phase, as the TDF name suggests. They assert that the target
date is a point at which the investor makes an important decision with respect his or her
money, whether to buy an annuity, invest in Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities
(TIPS), or make some other choice, and that investment goals should be geared to the
required accumulation by that date. More specifically, they claim that (1) investors do not
interpret or use TDFs as life-long funds because the majority withdraw their balance at
retirement; (2) investors expect TDFs to be safe from serious investment risk at
retirement (meaning a low equity allocation); (3) there are specialized investment tools
for post-retirement that are arguably better suited for dealing with issues like longevity
risk and inflation risk, or that serve as distribution mechanisms; (4) glide paths should
only be risky if a standard of living is secured, which is rare; (5) glide paths that include
high equity allocation cannot make up for inadequate savings, guarantee returns, or
overcome longevity risk; and (6) a TDF that fails to protect from investment risk near the
target date has failed in its primary purpose.86 Moreover, according to one
consultant/advisor “at the time of initial TDF selection, most plan participants thought
they were buying ‘to’ funds with the goal of reaching retirement, as opposed to ‘through’
funds, with the end game being death.”87 A perhaps more cynical critique of the
“through” approach would suggest that because TDFs that are designed to operate as
“lifetime” funds may require a shallower glide path with higher equity allocations at
retirement (compared with the alternative), that will generate higher fees (or that, in all
events, they can continue to earn fees because the assets remain under the
management of the same company.)

A more general issue about goals pertains to the fact that while striving as such to
accumulate assets is important, it is not an end in itself, nor is it necessarily the most
fundamental concern. Arguably, there is likely an underlying income-related goal. For
example, it might well be extended to which such assets can help ensure that a plan
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participant enjoys a post-retirement income sufficient in relation to his or her preretirement income. Nonetheless, on its face, most discussions by providers about plan
participant goals not surprisingly appear to focus on the assets accumulated by the
specified target date. Moreover, even within that narrow framework, there tends to be
little discussion of the risks associated with whatever are the strategy or glide path of the
TDF that is chosen; that is, what are the probabilities of accumulating different levels of
those assets, assuming that available models and data even allow such probabilities to
be fairly estimated.88 (We explore this issue at greater length below.) And even then,
there are differences about whether and how TDF funds should take account of
participants’ risk references (arguably bringing them closer in character to lifestyle
funds).89 For example, one firm offering TDFs argues that “to add risk-traunched target
date series would not only add significantly to plan costs, but would also confuse
participants, and, when confused, our experience tells us that participants will either
make an election not to participate at all in the plan or to utilize common and suboptimal
heuristics.”90

Target Date Funds Use Widely Different Investment Methodologies and Formulas

As noted, the TDF concept envisions a shifting mix of assets from more to less risky
assets over time as the chosen target retirement date approaches. However, even
setting aside fundamental differences about the choice between “to” and “through” goals
or strategies, there appear to be significant differences of opinion over what kinds of
assets should be in the mix as a general matter, what the composition of the fund
portfolio should be at the inception and target dates, how that portfolio should change
over time, and what if any other actions should be taken over that period.

Thus, one major set of issues pertains to how assets are periodically rebalanced, that is,
what the glide path is. Fund managers generally appear to agree on the need for a shift
over time from more to less risky assets, the former usually being associated with equity
assets. But opinions on the amount of equity before, at, and even beyond retirement
differ widely.91 For example, just a few years ago, TDFs were criticized by some for
having levels of equity that were too low, in light of the need to take into account of
inflation and longevity risk. At the time, most TDFs held equity at levels of no more than
90% initially for young investors, and as low as 35% for investors who had reached
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retirement.92 However, TDFs have recently been the object of the opposite criticism; that
their equity exposure is too high. This criticism may stem, at least in part, from an
increase in the average equity held in target-date funds, which reached 68% at year end
2007 – up from 55% in 2002. Among those fund families which have been the object of
critical comments were Vanguard and Fidelity, both of which raised the proportion of
equity in their funds in 2006 and the beginning of 2007.93 Perhaps most striking is that
2010 funds had the highest increase in common stock allocation, going from 41% in
2006 to 57% in 2007.94

The level of equity at the end of the glide path, namely at the targeted retirement date,
has also been criticized because major losses near that time can cause serious and
long-lasting harm for retirees.95 Indeed, the situation of participants in many target-date
2010 plans, who have suffered greatly during the current economic downturn is a case in
point. Despite the close proximity to retirement, the four largest 2010 funds maintained
significant levels of equity, on the average, 52.2%.96 For some 2010 funds, the figure
was far higher: among a sample of funds, the percentage of equity in 2008 ranged from
26.0% to 72.0%.97 As a result, losses for 2010 funds during 2008 ranged from -9.1% to 42.1% 98 For that year, the average loss for a 2000-2010 fund was -22.8%.99

While the possibility of a plan participant near his or her ostensible retirement age
suffering extreme losses is problematic, there are arguably issues for the long term as
well. For example, it is true, that, as a result of the (modest) economic recovery, 2010
TDFs returned an average of 22.4% in 2009. However (as of May 13, 2010), five-year
total returns of 2000 to 2010 TDFs were just 3.17% (implying compound annual returns
in the range of 0.5%).100 For those 2010 TDF funds that reported 2010 five year (total)
returns, they ranged from –10.1% to 5.2% (implying compound annual returns from
roughly -2.0% to about 1.0%).101 So for this particular cohort of would-be retirees, returns
during the last years before their retirement yielded very poor returns.

Yet another point in contention has been the slope or even the shape of glide paths, that
is, the rate at which they convert from risky to less risky assets. For example, a major
investment consulting firm recently advocated changing glide paths so that the
composition of the portfolio shifts from equities to bonds over a period of five years prior
to retirement rather than 15 years. The assertion was that this would help investors
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withstand stock market volatility.102 Arguments over glide paths extend to the postretirement period (presumably insofar as a “through” strategy has won the day). For
example, it has been said that “a participant is financially at risk the day that he or she
retires because he or she has, at the point, the longest time to live and therefore the
greatest amount of time for which he or she needs to fund retirement income,” so the
post retirement glide path should be “flat rather than sloped.”103 According to a different
view, “the proportion invested in equity should be `hump-shaped’ rather than a linear
function of age.”104

These debates over the proper level of equity investment are examples of a more
general problem, namely that “there is little standardization among [identically-dated
funds].”105 For example, as of mid-2008, the Fidelity and T. Rowe Price families’ 2010
target date fund held 49.7% and 61.5% in equities, respectively. For the 2025 TDFs the
equity exposures were 70.3% and 84.5%, respectively.106 According to another report in
September 2009, 2010 funds spanned an equity range from 72% (AllianceBernstein) to
26% (Wells Fargo Advantage).107 Generally speaking it appears that the further away the
target date the narrower the range of equity allocations across funds (with minimal
difference for 2055 funds).108

Managers’ investment strategies with regard to the frequency or regularity with which
they make changes to the asset allocation also appear to vary greatly. Some seem to
alter the composition daily, while others may maintain it for years.109 In addition “[t]here
is little consensus…about how to approach allocating among the subasset classes.”110
More generally, there are a wide variety of approaches regarding which alternative
investments are suitable or desirable for TDF funds.111 Recommendations range from
including TIPS on one hand to investing in emerging equity, REITs, private equity, and
infrastructure on the other.112 There are correspondingly disparate perspectives on how
aggressive or conservative those strategies should be with respect to the mix of
domestic publicly traded stocks and conventional bonds. In certain respects this
multiplication of asset classes in which contributions are invested along with the
adoption of a wide range of investment strategies seems to be tracking or reproducing
what has occurred with defined benefit plans.113 Insofar as fund managers employ
esoteric or complex strategies, there may be questions about whether they have (or
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have retained those) with the specialized skills needed to properly formulate and
execute those strategies. 114

In addition, some investment managers consider active portfolio management along with
efficient portfolio rebalancing and cash flow management as important to generating
substantially higher returns over the long run, while others apparently do not.115 Active
management of most of the portfolio appears to be the predominant model. Among the
largest managers, Vanguard actively manages very little (2.6%); Principal and Fidelity
manage virtually all (98.7 and 96.15%, respectively), and T. Rowe Price, a very
substantial amount (80.6%).116

Yet another set of issues arises with respect to fund managers’ approach to postretirement investing (again, assuming that one decides to take a “through” approach.)
For example, if a person’s risk profile changes after retirement, that has implications for
portfolio composition, returns, and desirable or even necessary patterns of withdrawal to
ensure sufficient funds for a person’s entire lifetime (and perhaps even that of his or her
spouse). Moreover, even where there is attention to the post-retirement period, the
sensitivity of retirees to risk and their willingness to retain volatile assets is unknown.117
Here, the recommendations of investment analysts differ markedly as well.118

There are even basic problems with fund terminology or descriptions. As noted, that
funds have the same target date does not imply that there are meaningful similarities
among them. Moreover while various firms may refer to their TDF as a “moderate fund,”
they mean different things by their use of that term.119 Further, the investment fare
offered by TDF fund managers is said to lack transparency about the details of the
investment strategies used. For example, prospectuses often fail to inform the purchaser
about the holdings of the underlying funds (beyond the broad categories of stocks,
bonds, and cash), or what the portfolio manager’s approach is.120

It is important to consider why there are such divergent approaches and the disparate
rationales for them. To some observers, they might well be thought to arise from a
reasoned and disinterested process. However, some critics have taken a less benign
view of the matter. For example, it has been suggested that the reason parent
companies offer funds with high equity allocations near the target date is because stock-
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based mutual funds are more profitable for them than (comparatively-safer) fixed-income
funds 121 Other commentators charge that the TDF providers were in a race for returns in
2006 and 2007 – one which arguably was spurred by providers’ drive for greater shortterm performance – because returns are crucial criterion for purchasers when comparing
one fund with another.122 (Arguably such putative behavior may reflect a broader pattern
of “gamesmanship” by fund managers.123) As noted, the significant losses suffered by
TDF funds, including 2010 fund, was stark evidence of the serious adverse
consequences of their holding high equity allocations.124

From this perspective, the debate between those who advocate that the tasks TDFs
should be “completed” by the target date, and those who argue that they should serve as
life-long investments, could take on a darker hue. That is, the choice by many
companies to portray their TDFs as lifetime funds affords them occasion to reap
additional profit in two important ways. First, it encourages investors to keep their money
with the same asset manager for years past retirement. Second, this longer horizon can
justify managers employing higher equity allocations closer to (and even beyond)
retirement, affording them greater income because equity investments generate higher
fees. While the foregoing might seem highly speculative, if one considers the possibility
that these companies’ use of higher equity allocations was driven by competition in the
pursuit of returns (and in turn higher manager revenue), then the picture is one of great
incentives to load TDFs with unnecessarily large and perhaps dangerous amounts of
equity.

Another set of problems – ones which appear to originate with the constituent mutual
funds – relates to the asset allocation manager’s report not necessarily fairly
representing the actual investments that are made. According to one critique, “most
funds only invest 70 to 80% of the assets that fit the classification of their fund. Most in
fact report that they can invest up to 25% in foreign securities. Many allow for significant
percentages to be lent out in the form of securities lending programs, without disclosure
and investment policy information to explain how they would invest the collateral.”125
Many use derivative strategies as well. Apparently many funds report having the
authority “to invest up to 10% (some with no specified limits) of the assets in these types
of strategies.” 126
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Finally, a potentially fundamental issue – one which arguably cuts across the broad
range of approaches to fashioning glide paths – relates to the regularity of contributions.
One would imagine that the models by which the outcomes for different glide paths are
calculated recognize and take account of the anticipated projection or flow of plan
participants’ contributions from year to year. That is, the projected outcomes depend
upon the timing and amount of contributions and investment returns for the periods
starting with the points in time when monies from various contributions first become
available. It would also appear quite likely that insofar as TDF asset managers take
account of the flow of contributions, they assume that the flow is uniform over time in
amount or as a percentage of anticipated pay. However, for a variety of reasons, a
particular person’s pattern of contributions over time seems to be quite irregular.

For example, according to one extensive study of the pattern of contributions of those
people who contributed at least once to an employer-sponsored tax-deferred retirement
plan between 1990 and 2001, the patterns “bec[o]me increasingly variable as the length
of the contribution period increase[d].” Thus, an increasing fraction of people had
patterns deemed to be “fluctuating”– because “contribution rates rose and fell during the
period” – with over half (53%), being so characterized by the end of the 12 years.
Another 5% had “at least one complete year with no contributions between years with
positive contributions.”127 Even though about 14% had a “steady” pattern, this meant
only that “the annual change did not exceed one percentage point in any years with
contributions,” not necessarily that contributions had been made in every year.128 In all
events, the consistency and size of real life contributions (and other working careerrelated characteristics) has a significant impact on final asset accumulations – a broad
and extremely important matter to which we return below.

Questions About the Basic Concept

The concerns described above arise out of differences in approach to implementing
TDFs, and thereby presuppose the validity or at least the merits of the general
conceptual framework for these products. But the framework itself has also been
challenged.129
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For example, TDFs have been criticized precisely for the “one-size-fits-all” model on
which they are based. Because TDFs are selected according to only one factor – the
age of the account holder (and only occasionally, his or her preference for risk) – these
funds may be unsuitable for many investors. As one report graphically phrased it: “how
could anyone be so naive as to think, say, a top executive of a company and a janitor
should have the same portfolio because they are the same age and claim to have the
same risk tolerance?”130

Others find TDFs to be problematic because they do not appropriately account for
outside assets. In the first instance, TDF design presupposes that all of a participant’s
(or, perhaps at least, all of his or her assets geared to retirement) are invested by means
of the TDF. But if he or she holds significant assets outside of the TDF, that upsets the
balance that the TDF allocation is ostensibly intended to achieve. As a result, the
person’s profile of investment risk will be changed. Related concerns arise when a
person has an additional source of retirement income, such as a defined benefit plan or
Social Security benefits; or equity in a house or a business.

There are related concerns with regard to non-financial assets. For instance, how should
one factor in a person’s human capital (often understood as an individual’s future
earning power)? Some would analogize human capital to a bond that is finally paid at
retirement – the date you stop working. The present value of this human capital/wealth
at any given time would be calculated using a properly chosen discount rate to the
anticipated remaining income stream. On this logic, a correct weighing of human capital
(or wealth) might require one to invest in a very high amount of equity early on (perhaps
100% of the portfolio), with significantly less near the time of retirement.131

But, of course, different kinds of workers – from a professional athlete, to a banker, to a
construction worker, etc. – have very different potential work or employment trajectories.
Moreover, those trajectories – both in terms of whether they might be employed and how
as well as what they might earn – are likely to correlate to varying degrees with the
behavior of equities and other securities. (Indeed, the conventional logic of TDFs has
been questioned on these grounds.)132 Therefore, if taking account of human capital is
appropriate to any glide path analysis, doing so is no mean task.133 The problem is
related to an issue raised by one scholar, namely, whether plan sponsors might or
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should design TDFs for their employees in light of the industry in which they work, the
notion being that such customized TDFs might underweight investments in the industry
in which the employees work and avoid company stock altogether.134

In any case, the question is not simply whether a “set it and forget it” investment product
can incorporate these considerations. Rather, there is also the matter of whether it can
(and should) be revised at appropriate times as these issues arise. Certainly, a glide
path ensures some periodic revisions of the asset allocation. What is less clear, though,
is whether there is a need for a person to assess whether such an investment continues
to be appropriate as the individual ages and their circumstances change, or at least for
major changes in that person’s life circumstances (illness disability, employment, or
simply changes in his or her appetite for risk).

There are other, investment-timing issues raised by the ostensibly hands-off, “set it and
forget it” model For example, one scholar has questioned whether a mechanical and
predestined glide path is really appropriate, pressing instead for periodic revisions to the
portfolio in light of changes in the market. However, even if, in principle, there is merit to
such short-term or tactical decision-making, there remain questions about the expense
fund participants would incur for it, as well as their being able to make an informed
judgment about the managers chosen to make such decisions and/or to the particular
methodologies they might use.

Other challenges to TDFs go to the heart of the concept. For example, one critic of TDFs
and advocate for target risk funds – in part drawing on some of the issues noted above –
argues that TDFs “have critical limitations that include the inappropriateness of agebased rules for defining risk and…unregulated management and risk control policies.”
He adds that with respect to the former, “[n]o formal, credible financial theory exists or
can exist that rationalizes age-based risk for long-term investing” because it “ignores
wealth level, income volatility, risk aversion, the health of an individual at a point in time,
marital status that changes over time, and legacies for the future” and because “[e]ven
empirically, age is on average unrelated to risk.” 135 (Offering a bit more cynical view of
the matter he contends that ”[a]ge-based rules are basically artifacts that facilitate fund
sales.
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Age-based choice simplifies sales while encouraging investors to stay in the same fund
until retirement.”136) By contrast, as noted above, incorporating risk traunches only adds
to costs while likely confusing plan participants.137 Regardless of one’s particular position
with respect to that dispute, there are other serious issues about how realistic the
judgments are of those who devise or adopt TDF investment strategies, both in
understanding how participants view risk, and also whether their judgments are colored
by certain biases.138

Other critics have expressed concern about other “traps, fallacies, and worst-practices”
that may not be attended to, including mistaken notions that stocks are a hedge against
inflation, the “fallacy of time diversification,” that is, that “the risk of holding risky assets
somehow decreases with the length of the holding period”), and exclusive “[r]eliance on
probability statistics as a measure of risk” (that is, focusing only on the probability of a
target being met without accounting for the additional matter of the magnitude of the
shortfall).139

More generally speaking, it would appear that the vast majority of approaches are
undergirded by Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT); yet serious academic and practitioner
critics contend that key assumptions that MPT makes are wrong. If so, then TDF
investment strategies grounded in MPT misestimate the risks that fund investors face.140
Moreover, glide paths, which are “routinely” designed using “[m]ean/variance
optimization (MVO) and Monte Carlo simulations,” usually have historical data as input,
but it is not clear that one should rely on such data.141 Also, it is argued that MVO
doesn’t accurately capture risk.142

Participant Behaviors Undermine the Efficacy of the TDF Model

Apart from difficulties with the TDF concept and design, there are other serious problems
which arise in practical application, simply because the actual behavior of participants
appears to diverge from that which the models assume.

For example, many investors appear to misinterpret the purpose of TDFs as an “all-inone” investment product, because they supplement their TDF with other securities,
sometimes investing in multiple TDFs themselves. This effectively throws off the asset
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allocation of TDFs, taking the investor “off-target” in terms of the risks that person takes
in relation to his or her target date.143 So, according to a recent report by Vanguard on
participants in those 401(k), 403(b), and other employer contributory plans for which it
was record keeper and which offered TDFs – whether by automatic enrollment or
otherwise – for only 46% was the TDF their sole investment. An equal percentage
invested in both a single TDF and other, non-TDF investments. (An additional 2%
invested in two or more target date funds, with no non-target-date assets. The remaining
6% of participants held two or more TDFs, as well as non-TDF investments.)144 Similar
results were found in an earlier study.145 Because Vanguard’s prior research suggests
(not surprisingly) that those holding only TDFs (“pure investors”) “are more likely to be
younger, lower-wage participants who are defaulted into a single-fund option,” this would
imply that a relatively higher percentage of non-automatically enrolled TDF investors
hold non-TDF investments. It remains to be seen whether over time, those among
automatic enrollees in TDFs who remain as plan participants will make an active choice
to move into non-TDF (or perhaps multiple TDF) investments as well.146

In all events, critical are the two ways by which the Vanguard study suggests these
outcomes might be interpreted. Participants may look at TDFs as a “lower-risk, equityoriented option;” or they may not comprehend the diversified nature of these funds.147
Vanguard categorizes the reasons for the results as either “rational” or “irrational.”
Rational investors may be taking an “incremental approach” to using TDFs, placing only
a portion of their assets in a TDF in order to give it a “test-drive” before committing fully.
By contrast, irrational investors might be employing TDFs as a form of “naïve
diversification,” in which they recognize the diversified nature of TDFs, but simply
assume that “more is better,” combining the TDFs with other funds.148 An alternative
view of the matters is that the tendency to engage in “mixed” investing is a sign that TDF
participants do not “feel diversified” in their holdings, largely due to a “lack of clarity”
arising from not having chosen the investments themselves.149 A related study by EBRI,
though based on a somewhat different sample and categories yielded a broadly similar
conclusion: “[S]ome mixed TDF investors (particularly, low-level TDF users) may fail to
understand that a target-date fund is designed as an ‘all-in-one’ retirement investment
solution.”150 While another research report suggests that misuse of TDFs in the way
described is not common, it is not clear how that conclusion squares with other of the
findings in that report. 151
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The problem of accumulation of multiple TDFs may result in other ways. In the course of
a working lifetime people are likely to hold many jobs, perhaps an average of ten.152
Imagine, for example, the highly unlikely scenario that all employers have retirement
plans for their workers, that those plans are all defined contribution plans, and that all
use automatic enrollment with a TDF as the default investment. There is no reason to
believe that the available choices of TDFs across employers would be the same. Indeed,
that seems improbable. The result would be that workers would have investments in
multiple, perhaps very different TDFs, an outcome which, at first blush, would be
inconsistent with TDF goals and designs. Given that TDFs would be default investments,
presupposing worker inertia there might well be little movement away from that default
investment. Hence, worker awareness and scrutiny of any multiple TDF problem (let
alone action to remedy the problems) would hardly be expected. Indeed, the sheer
complexity of participating in multiple plans over time could be daunting.

While some of these problems might be ameliorated if workers’ assets in their prior
employers’ plans were to be consolidated with assets in their new employers’ plans, this
scenario appears unrealistic. Employers are not currently obliged to allow their workers
to roll over assets from former employment-based plans into the current plan they offer.
While employers are required to allow people no longer working for them to keep their
assets in the employers’ retirement plans, insofar as they do, that fact and worker inertia
might well reinforce the fragmentation of worker plan assets. Further, it is well known
that there is substantial leakage of retirement plan assets at the time when people leave
their jobs (see discussion below).153 Assets diverted for other, perhaps laudable
purposes (such as paying off debts, going back to school, etc.), are, of course, lost to
workers striving to build financial security in retirement. In some cases, leakage may be
into IRA accounts which are ostensibly self-managed. However, it is not at all evident
what the impact of such diversion of assets into IRA accounts would be for accumulation
of retirement assets. In the first instance, though, it would seem to wreak havoc with
thinking about default investments in general and TDF versions of defaults in particular.

Further, insofar as workers leave participation in plans “behind” there may also be
problems with workers simply losing track of their plans and/or previous employers
losing track of former workers and their plans. For example, Australia has a near
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universal government mandated scheme entailing requiring employer contributions to
and worker participation in employment-based defined contribution type plans. Each
employer offers its own vehicle for investment management. (Moreover workers may
choose an investment vehicle other than that offered by their employer and change their
choice of vehicle essentially at any time.) According to a recent report, 10.5 million
participating Australian workers were owners of some 27.9 million accounts overall in
2005. The number has been estimated to have increased since then. Of those workers,
an estimated 4.3 million held multiple accounts, suggesting that this problem was
concentrated among some sub-groups. Further, the study asserts that 5.4 million
accounts were officially listed as “lost.”154

Still other issues are inherent in the key reference of TDFs to a “retirement date” chosen
by (or perhaps for, in a default investment context) the participant, a date at which,
arguably, a shift in investment strategy is warranted. However, estimating an accurate or
realistic retirement date seems to prove difficult for many people. This undermines their
ability to select the TDF which best meets their needs. According to an annual survey of
retirement confidence, a large proportion of individuals retire earlier than expected.
These results are consistent across annual surveys (amounting to 47% of retirees in
2009).155 Of those who retire early, just 10% cite only positive reasons. The majority
refer

to

primarily

negative

factors,

including

downsizing/layoffs,

health

problems/disabilities, outdated skills, or having to care for a spouse or other family
member.156

Further, the survey results suggest that workers might not take such important, adverse
scenarios into account when they determine their retirement age. For example,
respondents who claim to have “fair or poor” health nevertheless estimate that they will
retire at a slightly later date than the average date estimated by those in good health,
defying common sense.157 By contrast, there is evidence which suggests that such
destabilizing events close to retirement may be more common than not. More
particularly, a survey of adults who were between the ages 51 to 61 in 1992 revealed
that approximately 7 in 10 experienced serious health problems, unemployment, or lost
spouses (due to death or divorce) within the following ten years. About one-third
developed health problems that resulted in work disabilities.158 It is not clear how
prevalent these issues are among only those who are under the age of 65, but the study
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does suggest a high probability of serious incidents prior to, or shortly after, the currently
more typical date of retirement (between the ages of 62 and 63).159 Because such
incidents can potentially result in substantial adverse financial consequences, negatively
affecting retirement savings either through reduced contributions, or unanticipated
withdrawals, these results may render determining a meaningful target-date problematic,
insofar as that target-date is linked to amassing a certain amount of savings by a specific
date.

There is yet other evidence to suggest that participants lack an understanding of the
basic facets of TDF investment. According to a recent consulting firm survey of a small
(though ostensibly representative) sample of American workers provided with a
composite of actual promotional material from three premier TDF providers, respondents
gave answers which not only were incorrect, but also indicated that the respondents
might have dangerous notions about those funds, the risks of loss and the possibility of
returns being guaranteed, their ability to retire on the specified target date, and their
need to track investment and savings decisions.160 Any of these beliefs could lead to
harmful or inappropriate investment behavior, ultimately resulting in a lack of
preparedness for retirement. More particularly, the firm reported that 61 percent of
respondents said that TDFs made specific promises; that among them, 70 percent
described promises they thought TDFs made that did not “in fact, exist.”161 Such
promises included that “they will be able to retire on the target date” (60%), that TDFs
“offer a guaranteed return” (38%) and; “they can save less money and still meet their
retirement goals if they invest in a [TDF].”162 The study suggests the focus on simplicity
of TDFs “may cause people to misperceive them as a superior retirement investment
solution along many dimensions, not just asset allocation."163

In addition, plan sponsors may unintentionally promote misguided investment behavior
among participants. Some research points to participants using simple rules of thumb
when making investment choices, such as avoiding extremes and moving towards more
moderate options. However, just how “moderate” the options participants select actually
are depends largely on the other choices provided by the plan sponsor. For example,
when selecting among three portfolios labeled conservative, moderate, and aggressive,
many participants will select the moderate option regardless of whether the equity
allocations for the three portfolios are 0%, 40%, and 80%, respectively, or whether the
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equity allocations are 40%, 70% and 100%, respectively.164 Applied to TDFs, this
research might suggest that many individuals could find themselves drawn to funds that
label themselves as “moderate,” despite having equity allocations at retirement that are
50% or above.

Other evidence of plan participants’ misuse of TDF accounts is reported in a late 2008
asset manager survey of 503 401(k) plan participants who held at least one TDF in their
accounts and either were contributing to the plan and/or held at least $1,000 in those
accounts.165 The authors found, first, that participants were “over-diversified,” namely,
they used the fund “as tandem investments rather than as a single all-inclusive
investment option or as a [QDIA).”166 On average most owned approximately six TDF
and other funds, and they held on average 59% of their 401(k) assets in those TDFs.167

Such choices rested ostensibly on participants’ mistaken belief that by such ownership
they were better able to achieve a more diversified portfolio and/or were better able to
achieve their desired retirement income.168 The nearly one in six who held more than
one TDF did so based on inappropriate reasons such as uncertainty about when they
would retire, choosing a fund based on when they anticipated leaving their employer (not
their expected retirement date), and “seeking more upside potential.”169 Strikingly, not
only did four in 10 respondents hold such misconceptions, but those errors “[cut] across
all ages, income brackets and education levels.”170

Perhaps even more striking was that a signification fraction – in many cases far more
than a majority – of those surveyed had these and other significant misperceptions
regardless of the primary source of their advice, which included employers, 401(k)
administrators, those providing advice through the 401(k), outside professional advisors,
friends, family and co-workers, and independent investment research.171 Interestingly,
far more of those who relied on employers as compared to others had the mistaken
belief that “[l]ike a pension, my target-date fund guarantees me a certain income once I
retire.”172 If one accepts the premise that lower income and less educated workers might
make less informed and worse decisions, then the findings described above are
frightening because the demographic profile of the survey was that of a relatively welleducated and higher income group of plan participants.173
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The Lack of Credible, Shared Benchmarks by Which To Assess or Compare TDFs

The ability to meaningfully assess and compare TDFs is an oft-cited source of concern.
Unlike with individual mutual funds, there appear to be no widely-accepted benchmarks
by which this can be done for TDFs.174 Indeed there seem to be sharp differences of
opinion about how benchmarks should be crafted. Moreover, according to one
investment consulting firm’s survey, 85% of TDF managers “used proprietary
benchmarks in evaluating the performance of their [TDFs]” which incorrectly focused on
“measuring excess return, the return relative to the asset allocation” rather than “the
appropriateness of the asset allocation itself.”175 By contrast, the firm contends that the
benchmark should be “[a] consensus glide path index [which] reflects the range of
[TDFs] available to the plan sponsor.”176

These problems are further complicated by the short track record of most of these funds.
Even when past-years’ performance is provided, TDFs can be difficult to compare
because the investor must assess entire portfolios containing different types of
securities, each with a different (non-linear) glide path. The difficulty of evaluating TDFs
makes this “simple solution” rather complex in terms of fund selection, and because
there is no easy way to track target-date fund performance, one journalist has
commented that TDFs "may prove to be much more cumbersome and time-consuming
to monitor. A plan sponsor could conceivably have eight different portfolios that require
monitoring, assuming its employee base ranges from 25 to 65 years of age."177 For
fiduciaries, whose responsibilities include periodically evaluating the menu of
investments they offer, these issues are especially important.

A more general problem which makes the task yet more difficult for fiduciaries (or for that
matter, certainly individual investors) as well as those who would benchmark funds for
investors is lack of transparency in “[fund families’] explanation of their strategies and
operations in public disclosure.” This has led one major research firm to suggest it was
“tough – if not downright impossible – for individual shareholders to understand how their
target-date funds were designed and how they'll work (and may perform) going forward.”
Moreover, there is a lack of “detailed, timely, and useful information on target-date funds'
underlying investments.”178 This, in turn, makes it difficult to determine whether to
determine whether “funds' actual allocation [has] strayed from the allocation goals.”179
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For example, according to one critic’s review of a major TDF fund offering, “20 of 24
underlying funds in the 2030 target-date fund failed to meet their own criteria.” The fund
not only “included 4 asset classes not authorized by the [Investment Policy Statement]
IPS,” but also arguably they were “specialty asset classes which pose substantial risk
the plan sponsor had no idea were even utilized.”180

TDF Fees Are Plagued By Concerns about Conflicts of Interest, Lack of
Transparency, and Oligopolistic Practices

The fees charged for TDFs are an important matter of contention. Fees dramatically
affect the assets that plan participants accumulate over a working lifetime and, in turn,
the retirement income stream that can be derived from it. Indeed, according to one
study, “differences in TDF design have a significantly smaller effect on retirement
income than fees.”181

Mutual fund TDFs are essentially “funds of funds.” That is, investments in stocks, bonds,
or other assets are made through the purchase of shares in other mutual funds. These
mutual funds, of course, charge fees. On top of those fees, a number of TDFs typically
charge a management fee, or what is sometimes termed an overlay fee.182 In such
cases, participants must pay not only the fees of the constituent mutual funds, but also
the fees imposed by the firm which created and operates the TDFs. These charges can
significantly erode investment returns over the long term. According to the president of
one advisory firm, “lifecycle funds are made up of a group of underlying funds, so plan
sponsors need to dig into the expenses of each one…If companies see ‘zero' for
expenses, that might just mean there is no overlying fee. But there will still be expenses
associated with the underlying funds.''183 The consequence of these layered fees,
suggests one analyst, is that “most [TDFs] have lower expenses than actively managed
funds, but have substantially higher fees than Exchange-traded Funds (ETFs) or index
funds” (though this depends on how many of the underlying funds are actively managed
or invested in ETFs or index funds).184 This issue looms large because it may effectively
be the employer who decides which TDFs will be included in the investment menu for
employees, yet it may well be employees who ultimately pay the fees. At first blush,
under these circumstances, employers do not have a great incentive to select funds with
low costs.
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Estimates of these fees vary widely.185 According to a major consulting firm report in
2010, retail mutual fund TDF fees ranged from 0.19% to 1.82%, with an average of
1.04%, while institutional mutual fund fees ranged from 0.19% to 1.41%, averaging
0.73%. (By contrast, institutional commingled fund fees ranged from 0.17% to 1.03%,
averaging 0.55%.)186 According to a fall 2009 survey of the industry, asset-weighted
expense ratios ranged from 0.19% to 1.34%. While the lowest figure was for the number
two industry player, Vanguard, with the first, third, and fourth industry players, Fidelity, T.
Row Price and Principal, coming in at 0.69%, 0.73%, and 1.03%, respectively, ”more
than half the industry’s fund series have annual expense ratios exceeding 1%.”187 In
addition, there may well be overlay fees, an extreme case being State Farm’s 1.06%
overlay fee (on top of a 1.34% expense ratio).188 According to one count, “26 of the
target date mutual fund families charged an overlay fee and used proprietary funds” as
of December 31, 2007.”189

As suggested above, the length over time and the shifting composition of glide paths
raise concerns about perverse financial incentives. For example, it appears that TDF
fees have an inverse relationship to the proximity of the target-date. That is, if a fund’s
target date is very near or has already passed, it will have lower fees than a fund from
the same family that has a target date decades away. A primary reason for this may be
that distant target dates are associated with a higher percentage of equities, and there
are higher fees associated with equities. For example, as of May 2008, Fidelity’s
Freedom 2000 fund had an expense ratio of 0.51%, while its Freedom 2050 fund was
0.80% 190 For T. Rowe Price, the costs ranged from 0.58% for its 2005 fund to 0.73% for
its 2055 fund.191 Vanguard, renowned for its comparatively lower prices, charged just
0.19% for its Target Retirement 2005 fund, and 0.21% for its Target Retirement 2050
fund. (Vanguard levies a $20 annual fee on any individual account with less than
$10,000 and fails to meet certain conditions, which affect these percentages
substantially for small accounts).192 In all events, regardless of the target date, the higher
the percentage of equities (or perhaps other higher fee investments) the greater the
provider fees. Of course, “through” TDFs are, relatively speaking, more likely to have a
greater percentage of higher fee investments, so in that respect such TDFs are more
financially rewarding to providers for that reason alone.
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Other criticism of TDF fees comes from a different direction. For example, one observer
remarks on the putative low level of sophistication of TDF products in relation to their
relatively high costs. The contention is that while the average 2040 TDF has much in
common with an S&P 500 Index Fund, because it is heavily invested in large cap,
domestic stocks, while “the S&P 500 Index fund may cost [0].25 percent in fees, the
[target-date] options may exceed 1 percent.”193 The comparison is even more striking
given that a TDF incorporates a glide path that decreases the equity allocation over time,
while the S&P 500 Index fund, by definition, remains 100% invested in equity194

Concern over fees is heightened by the fact, noted above, that a handful of fund families
manage most of the assets held in TDFs, a situation one commentator refers to as
“oligopol[istic].”195 The reasons for why such an oligopoly has emerged are important
not only for the discussion of TDFs, but also for what alternative default investments
might be on offer by mutual fund or other asset managers. For example, it is said that
the distribution model of TDFs is critical to the success of these dominant players.
Currently, the distribution model is one in which plan sponsors offer participants a
number of a firm’s TDFs (so as to provide a complete list of different target dates), these
often being the only TDF choices on the menu.196 In the first instance, such an outcome
results from when the parent company’s funds constitute the menu of investment
vehicles available to make up the TDF asset portfolio. According to a recent report, “71%
of leading investment complexes offering target-date options only invested in their own
underlying funds.”197 The importance to TDF providers of being able to channel TDF
investments into their own mutual funds is highlighted by the estimate that “[i]n one
leading provider, the indirect investments through the target-date fund of funds
represents almost 100% of the total assets in 2 of its funds and over 50% of total assets
in 9 other funds.”198

Serious concerns have been raised about the harm from TDF managers’ use of “closed”
versus “open architectures” although the precise impact is in dispute. For example, in its
annual TDF survey, Morningstar concluded that neither architecture yielded performance
significantly different from the other.199 However, a firm that specializes in retirement
plan and investment research sharply differed. It contended that closed TDFs have more
aggressive glide paths as a result of higher average equity allocations, an outcome
attributed to incentives of managers to earn larger fees associated with higher
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allocations. It argued that closed funds were much more likely to use higher cost active
as compared to passive management of the underlying investments. Finally it found that
while neither open nor closed funds added value through fund selection, closed funds
subtracted an additional 1% a year from returns than open ones.200

While channeling is in and of itself a problematic practice (see discussion below), the
ability of dominant providers to prevail in doing so is strongly linked to another role they
play, that of plan record-keeper, and how they might leverage that role to require or spur
plans to adopt the firms’ own “proprietary” funds. The extent of the use of such leverage
and its effectiveness has been hotly debated.

For example, the leading U.S. mutual fund industry advocacy organization, the
Investment Company Institute (“ICI”) cited a survey of 11 defined contribution plan
record keepers (representing nearly 62,000 plans and over $600 billion in assets in early
2008) stating that nearly three-quarters of them reported that they offered nonproprietary TDFs. Among the subgroup of record keepers with proprietary TDFs, twothirds were said to have made available alternative (non-proprietary) TDFs from which
plans could choose.201 However, there are several problems with these assertions. First,
the accuracy of the numbers is disputed. Second, the accuracy of the numbers is really
beside the point; that is, the question is less whether non-proprietary choices are made
available, and more on how frequently plan sponsors take advantage of these choices,
and why.

Thus, one retirement plan and investment research firm contends that the cited survey is
not entirely clear as to whether the respondents were bundled or independent record
keepers. As noted above, “bundled” record keepers provide their proprietary TDFs along
with their recordkeeping services. “Independent” record keepers do not provide
proprietary TDFs in conjunction with their services. Similarly, bundled TDFs are those
that are proprietary products provided by the record keeper, in contrast to unbundled or
third-party TDFs, and custom TDF products designed as collective investment trusts or
as mutual funds. According to that firm’s own study, which drew on data pertaining to
four of the top eight bundled record keepers (representing nearly 75,000 plans, 22
million participants, and almost $900 billion in assets), approximately 94.1% of plans
served by these bundled record keepers had proprietary TDFs.202 These four record
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keepers – Fidelity, Vanguard, T. Rowe Price, and Principal – were also, as noted above,
the top four TDF mutual fund providers.203

Thus, the contention is that plan sponsors largely select the TDFs of their record
keepers “irrespective of whether that record keeper is a mutual fund complex or
insurance company.” Further, the firm notes that even when plan sponsors select nonproprietary TDFs, it is not clear if this is by choice, or simply the result of “legacy assets
left over from a change of providers.”204 Indeed, it is also unclear whether this indicates
a systematic problem with plan sponsors, record keepers, TDF asset managers, or all
three. It would appear that many of these record keepers “stipulate adoption of their
proprietary asset allocation funds (either target-date or target-risk) as part of the plan line
up” and “[s]ome go as far as to require mapping to target-date options as part of the
transition from one provider to another.”205

Consistent with what we describe above, it appears that smaller plans often find it
prohibitively expensive to create CITs. In some cases, providers like Vanguard “don’t
even recordkeep non-proprietary funds,” so the only choice is to make what might be a
difficult decision – difficult because “moving to a new platform is time-consuming and
costly.”206 In other cases “[t]here are large pricing differences” should non-proprietary
funds be chosen.207 Depending upon where the costs of different choices fall, plan
sponsors themselves may be failing to fulfill their fiduciary responsibilities by choosing
the bundled TDF for a reason other than cost to the plan participant.

Whether as record keepers or otherwise, the relative success of TDF providers in
channeling monies into their own mutual funds raises a variety of issues. It means that
the mutual funds selected may not necessarily be the best available. Indeed, some
commentators contend that it is implausible that a TDF provider will offer superior
management for all of the underlying, proprietary funds in which it is invested. Moreover,
while there might be advantages to managers of the various funds being employed by
the same company, that they would be guided by “the same philosophy” and informed
by the “same research resources” might well be a disadvantage.208 Moreover, the
concern is not merely a matter of lower competence. There is clearly also a divergence
of interests between the investor and the provider, because, as suggested by the figures
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cited, channeling offers a financial incentive for a TDF provider to boost the enrollment in
one of its own underperforming or unpopular mutual funds.209

While efforts at channeling TDF monies into proprietary funds discussed here are explicit
in their

nature and goal – solving providers’ distribution problem – it is not unlike more

subtle or indirect forms of channeling by mutual fund providers. From a financial
perspective, clearly the goal is to maximize the amount of assets managed, because
fees are charged as a percentage of assets managed. Presumably among the
motivations for providers offering large families of mutual funds is to offer alternative
investment choices for customers who have become dissatisfied with those of the
providers’ funds in which they have been invested. In addition, offering a large family of
funds allows providers to anticipate that at least some among them will yield better
returns than comparable funds of competitors and advertise only the winners as a
means to sell the family as a whole.210

Even if sponsors recognize and act on the connection between providers as record
keepers and asset managers, breaking that connection may not be simple or easy.
According to a survey in July 2009, “[o]nly 2.21% of plan sponsors with less than $100
million in assets indicated that they were thinking of changing their record keeper or
actively searching for a new one,” a drop from 10% in 2005.211 Curiously though, the
same source states that “many plan sponsors are very dissatisfied with their record
keepers.”212 According to the CIO of a major asset manager, even though a plan
sponsor might be unhappy with one or more of a TDF’s underlying investments “there is
nothing to do – short of moving to a different target-date provider, and perhaps another
record keeper. This logistical challenge tends to keep plans locked-in to proprietary
target-date providers.”213

Questions About the

Abilities of, Incentives for, and Stakes Held by TDF

Managers

A prominent survey of TDF industry practices also raises red flags about the adequacy
of asset managers’ skills and the financial incentives given to those managers. Because
of the relatively brief history of TDFs, the survey focuses on the tenure and retention
rates of the managers of the TDFs underlying funds. It finds that average manager
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tenure ranged widely, from around 2½ years to about 23 with 5-year retention rates
being as high as almost 99% to as low as 79%.214

Arguably manager financial

incentives should be linked to strong long-term performance. However, according to the
survey, of 20 pay plans studied, only six clearly based “most of the managers’
compensation on generating peer-beating returns over…periods of four years or more”;
four “received no credit at all for aligning their compensation plans with shareholders’
best interests.” While the remaining 10 took account of long-term performance, it was
unclear whether it was “the primary factor for the managers’ compensation.”215 Finally,
the firm cites evidence that indicates a correlation between superior performance and
the extent to which managers have their own assets at risk when they make decisions
on behalf of the fund. It is suggested that fund managers’ have at stake at least a $1
million ownership interest in the core funds they run. According to the survey, most
managers do not have such a stake. Of 58 managers of the TDF series studied, 33 “had
no investment whatsoever” and only 2 had $500,000 or more. Moreover, “the target-date
managers’ investments in their portfolio’s underlying funds weren’t much better.”216

Concerns About Sponsor Competence and Self-Interest in Making TDF-Related
Decisions

The preceding discussion has focused primarily on issues relating to those who design
and/or manage TDFs and the plan participants who invest in those TDFs. There are,
however, additional issues which pertain to the behavior of plan sponsors. Perhaps most
striking in this regard is the report that “many employers are not even aware that they
are fiduciaries.”217

We have already discussed the extent to which plan sponsors select TDFs that are
provided by their record keepers and why that is problematic in and of itself. More
generally, though, those sponsors may not fully understand the investment strategies
behind TDFs.218 According to a recent survey of 168 fund advisors, only 24% of them
believed that plan sponsors understood the differences between different TDFs’ glide
paths, and just 26% said that they believed plan sponsors “frequently or always had
clear evaluation criteria” for choosing these funds.219 Even though 77% of the advisors
claimed that plan sponsors initially had a plan’s goals and objectives in mind, the survey
found that overall, sponsors tended to select either the lowest-cost option or the one
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recommended by the record keeper. Advisors offer several reasons for these results.
One suggests that while plan sponsors want to have a good plan, they are unwilling to
spend a lot of time researching them. Another opines that sponsors lack either the staff
or the time to fully evaluate their choices, and as a result, rely heavily on the judgment of
advisors. Still others cite a failure on the part of sponsors to pay enough attention to the
strategies behind the funds because they focus instead on costs and past
performance.220

The foregoing suggests that sponsors often may lack the incentive or capability to seek
out and offer appropriate, low-cost investment choices. They may even have conflicts of
interests in making such decisions. These problems are neither new nor unique to TDFs.
Recent breach of fiduciary litigation against plan sponsors highlights claims that they
selected funds with excessively high fees.221 The matter of high fees is extremely
important because plan participants appear to pay the majority of investment fees and
much of the record-keeping fees in employer-based plans.222 A recent academic report
suggests that “401(k) fees are so complex, confusing, or obscure that many sponsors
and participants state that they do not understand either their magnitude or their
consequences.”223 According to one survey, nearly 30% of plan sponsors did not
“understand the fees and vendor revenue streams” relating to plans; 26% had ‘never
benchmarked their plan’s record keeping fees”; and 18% were “not even sure” whether
those fees were calculated on an asset level or participant basis.224 More generally, one
consultant/advisor remarked that “[r]etirement plan committees making the purchase
decisions often don’t understand the differences [as to assumptions, portfolio
construction, strategy, and method of execution] in alternative products available.”225

Some argue that even with conflicts of interest aside, many employers who act as plan
fiduciaries lack both the time and expertise to execute their job in the fullest capacity.
According to a 2006 study, “the majority of plan sponsors do not spend adequate time
designing and maintaining their plans, understanding the fees charged for services,
choosing and reviewing their investment menus, or understanding how they could
minimize their legal liability.”226 More particularly, it has been suggested that it may be
prohibitively difficult for plan sponsors to gain access to and utilize the information that
would allow them to make sound decisions regarding plan fees. Indeed, the Government
Accountability Office has said that even the Department of Labor lacks the information it
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needs to properly oversee 401(k) plan fees.227 Further, plan sponsors are often not
aware of additional costs (hidden fees) such as sub-transfer agent fees, where the
record-keepers for a plan are paid by the mutual fund company for taking on additional
work.228 Moreover, “[t]he structure of fees does not correspond closely to that of
costs.”229 In addition, plan sponsors might not be alert to potential conflicts of interest
with regard to service providers, and may not always understand revenue sharing
arrangements, resulting in restricted investment options or unnecessarily large fees for
participants.230 Also, “[f]ees for some services often are set high enough to subsidize the
provision of other services within the plan.”231 Furthermore, “[i]n some circumstances,
when the funds of a 401(k) plan are pooled with the funds of other investors, the plan’s
participants might be paying a share of the trading costs incurred by investors who do
not belong to the plan.232

Plan sponsors face other challenges in TDF decision-making beyond the matter of
excessive fees. As suggested above, there are an increasing number and variety of TDF
products; some might even say a bewildering array of them. Part of the complexity
relates to the increasingly broad range of investments that appear in TDF portfolios –
“starting with domestic and foreign stocks, fixed income, and cash” and then ranging to
“emerging-markets stocks, foreign bonds, high-yield bonds, commodities, and real
estate, among others.”233 To these has been added the further “new wrinkle” of
“incorporat[ing] low-correlation or absolute return funds that may employ a variety of
complex strategies.”234 (According to one commentator, this phenomenon reflects a
perceived desire or need to apply “the more sophisticated techniques and tools [used by
defined benefit plans] to [TDF glide paths].”)235 At the same time there appears to be
little consensus about what is the appropriate allocation to various asset classes.236
Further, it is not obvious how many sponsors who are plan fiduciaries – let alone plan
participants – are informed about and in a position to assess these allocations.

For example, recall that at the rhetorical level, TDFs are supposed to shift from
ostensibly riskier equity investments to relatively more secure bond investments as the
target retirement date approaches. One might wonder about how surprised
sponsors/fiduciaries might have been by a report that 35% of the debt holdings in John
Hancock’s Lifecycle 2010 fund were junk bonds; (while other firms’ funds held
substantial though smaller percentages).237 By contrast – and illustrative of the extreme
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variations in the composition of identically dated TDFs – “[t]hree of the nine largest
target-date fund companies don’t have any junk bonds in their 2010 or 2015 target-date
funds.”238 Further complicating matters, it would appear that ascertaining these
differences might prove difficult even for conscientious investors.239

Other challenges sponsors face relate to their need to examine the cost and
performance of adding TDFs – or particular TDFs – to their plans. But the structure of
these products, as well as their not having been around for long, can make this difficult,
experts say.240 Moreover, even comparing TDFs with the same target dates is not easy:
“even where two funds have the same target date, there's a need to look at how the
underlying asset classes have performed.”241 As noted above, the field is not wellestablished, so there is limited data on funds’ track records. In addition, as with other
investments, past performance does not necessarily indicate future performance. So
sponsors and their consultants “need to establish predictive modeling to get a sense of
how the funds will perform in the future.”242

Given these challenges, the record of how plan sponsors decide on one TDF over
another is problematic. For example, per the discussion above, according to the director
of business development at a major asset manager, employer sponsors often select
TDFs based on what their current record keepers offer. And although he adds that the
presence of an increasing number of defined contribution consultants might check such
behavior, the inference is that plan sponsors have not selected the best funds possible.
As noted previously, this may offer still another reason why the field of TDFs is
dominated by just a few major companies, despite the ostensible wealth of choices.243 A
managing director at a firm that advises retirement plans contends that the
disproportionate success of a few companies may also be due to their short-term
performance, which he suggests has been a primary factor in TDF selection by plan
sponsors. The effect, he asserted, is that a plan sponsor will individually select the funds
with the best short-term performance. That track record looms larger because “plan
sponsors look at fees over time and are usually unwilling to pay very much for their
services.”244

A recent survey of sponsors of both large and small (by assets) defined contribution
plans painted a more detailed and troubling picture of their role.245 Most prominently,
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sponsors “generally do not evaluate and monitor target-date funds in the same way they
do other funds in their investment menu.” Even though

“nearly all agreed that the

products should be held to the same [investment policy statement] standard as other
funds,” “[t]he majority” had investment policy statements that do not cover TDFs.246
Moreover, 40% “did not evaluate each individual target-date fund and its underlying
funds when adopting a new target-date series, even when nearly all believed they
should.”247 Further, a majority “only offer[ed] single-manager [TDFs] even though threequarters “believed that multi-manager [TDFs] were the better choice for quality and
performance.”248 Perhaps most remarkable, even though two-thirds were seriously
concerned about being the object of litigation should they auto-enroll participants in a
sub-standard TDF, “more than half…said they would do nothing if one individual fund
within a series did not meet [the required] standard.”249

The Need to Acknowledge that TDFs Target Outcomes, Not Guarantee Them

Almost by definition, TDFs – or at least “to” TDFs – are focused on plan participants
having “more” accumulated assets by the ostensible retirement date. The reality, of
course, is that for reasons of investment risk alone, regardless of the design and
implementation of glide paths, there is no guarantee that any particular anticipated
accumulation will be realized.250 Yet, it would seem that discussion about the
probabilities of failure do not loom large in materials for the marketing of TDFs.251 As
critics have phrased it, there has been a TDF manager preference for “style” over
“safety.”252 One can only wonder how prominent and seriously it is considered by plan
fiduciaries. Indeed, this lack of attention is strange given the intense focus on funding
levels of defined benefit plans and, by inference, the expectations of plan participants
being defeated. It is even more remarkable since defined contribution plan participants
are, as described, largely left to their own devices on investment decisions (and
outcomes) while defined benefit plan participants are not.

Some of the risks of failure simply relate to the nature and risks of investment decisionmaking. For example, there are a number of published studies of the shortfall risk of
TDFs, assessed in different ways.253 For instance, one author starts with specified
assumptions about an individual, including a contribution rate of 9% of gross salary
every year over a 35 year career and investments in the S&P 500 and U.S. Government
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long-term bonds, with the goal of replacing 75% of the individual’s pre-retirement
income. He calculates asset accumulation outcomes based on three different glide paths
– which he terms aggressive, moderate, and conservative – and estimates what stream
of lifetime income could be bought through the purchase of a single premium lifetime
annuity. He finds that the probability that the individual would achieve the sought for
replacement rate as ranging from 37.6% for the conservative strategy to 41.8% for the
aggressive strategy. Even at a lower replacement rate, 50%, the odds of attaining it are
not high: ranging from 58.3% for the conservative strategy to 34.0% for the aggressive
strategy.254 Regardless of the strategy, only when the savings rate reaches (the
unusually high rate of) 14% is there more than a 90% chance of achieving the 75%
replacement rate. 255.

Clearly, glide paths and particular asset allocations aside, investment outcomes and the
corresponding risk of short fall depend upon beliefs or expectations about investment
returns to be gained from various kinds of assets. For example, the author noted above
observes in another paper that the outcomes estimated (for various glide paths) are
quite sensitive to, among other things, assumptions about what returns on equity will be.
Among those other considerations is that historically (and presumably in the future)
projected multi-decade equity returns vary widely according to the calendar year during
which the first investment is made. The author details how, in light of that variability,
outcomes might differ depending upon the projected equity growth rates. He argues that
“[e]ven at levels close to its historical average, the probability of a target date fund
generating a real return greater than 3% a year is only 5%.” He goes on to suggest that
“approximately 60% to 70% of potential terminal real retirement wealth is at risk due to a
nondiversifiable factor,” in turn suggesting that “the traditional approach to life-cycle
investing may be too simplistic.” The good news would seem to be that there is, in his
view, a solution to the problem. The perhaps less than good news would entail, among
other things, use of “dynamic glide paths, multiperiod hedging, swaps, and options.”256

As discussed previously, actual long-term investment outcomes are sensitive to the fees
charged by TDF funds. According to one estimate for assumed aggressive, moderate,
and conservative glide paths, the median projected income replacement rate that might
be afforded by a conservative strategy would be 44.9% if the expense ratio were 20
basis points. If it were 140 basis points, the replacement rate would drop to 35.3%.
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Stated in different terms, with an expense ratio of 20 points and a conservative strategy
there would be only a 0.7% chance that the savings accumulated at retirement would not
be enough to generate 25% of final salary income; with an expense ratio of 140 points,
there would be a 5.8% chance.257

Moreover, estimates of the probabilities or prospects for failure in meeting an asset
accumulation goal solely by virtue of investment risk run afoul of other critical realities.
Realistic projections of what, in fact, is likely to be accumulated must take into account
what at any given time is available to be invested. This, in turn, depends upon the real
pattern of contributions and withdrawals that an individual makes over time. And it may
well be that any would-be optimum glide path might vary with the pattern. Again, while
there have been some academic and think-tank type studies that take into account these
and other considerations, it seems relatively rare that materials used for selling to or
decision-making by plan fiduciaries take serious account of them.

To their credit, some asset managers do highlight these concerns. For example, a study
published by one stresses the differences between the optimistic assumptions made by
most TDF managers, and the more realistic assumptions that ought to be employed.258
For example, its authors eschew typical assumptions to the effect that participants will
receive annual salary raises, avoid loans and pre-retirement distributions, initially
contribute 6% of their pay, and reach a contribution rate of 10% by age 35. Rather, they
argue that one should assume that salary raises will occur only once every 2 to 3 years,
that 20% of participants will borrow an average of 15% of their account balance, preretirement distributions will be taken by 15% of participants over the age of 59 ½ (who
withdraw an average of 25% of their assets), and contributions will start at 6%, but will
increase more slowly, reaching 8% at age 40, and 10% only at age 55. Further, the
authors contend that contrary to the prevailing assumption that once participants reach
retirement, they will withdraw only 4% to 5% annually, “the average participant [will
withdraw] over 20% per year at or soon after retirement.”259

The authors’ calculations based on these more realistic assumptions illustrate the
adverse and substantial impact such conditions can have on the adequacy of retirement
savings, even when investments are managed according to their company’s proprietary
TDF investment model, one which the authors contend is superior to the conventional
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sort. More particularly, they calculate outcomes for four different TDF models, termed
“aggressive,” ”concentrated,” and “conservative” as well as the company’s model. The
authors use Monte Carlo analysis methods based on an imagined group of 10,000
different participants earning final salaries averaging $65,000, each with individual
savings and withdrawal patterns, as well as different market return conditions, to
determine whether participants will have assets which, when combined with Social
Security benefits, are sufficient to afford them a replacement rate.260 The goal is to
accumulate $400,000 in assets by retirement. That figure is chosen because it would
yield a replacement rate of 75% of pre-retirement income. (The authors state that 40%
would be provided by currently promised Social Security benefit payments).261 The
authors report that even with the proprietary model, nearly 1 in 4 participants would fall
short of their savings target. Even more troubling, they estimate that with the
conservative portfolio, which they contend is closest to the average portfolio held by
most real participants, the result falls short of the target in 35% of the simulations.262 For
the bottom 5% of participants the outcomes are worse: $260,000, $236,000, $224,000,
and $228,000, for the proprietary, conservative, concentrated and aggressive portfolios,
respectively.263

A recent update to this study confirmed the previous conclusions. It also reported that
participant savings behavior deteriorated further in 2007 and 2008: salary raises became
more uneven, contribution levels were lower at the outset of participant’s careers and
increased at a slower pace over their careers, and although slightly lower percentage of
participants took loans from their accounts, the size of the loans increased. Also, preretirement withdrawals continued to be unpredictable, with a significant number of
participants withdrawing the entirety of their accounts shortly after retirement.264 It should
be noted that for an individual between the ages of 60 and 64 in 2007, an annual income
of $65,000 would have placed him or her somewhere in the upper third of all earners in
that age group.265 While those with lower pre-retirement income would enjoy somewhat
higher replacement rates from Social Security, the problems highlighted in the study
about interruptions or low contributions, withdrawals or loans, more erratic career paths,
and the like, might very well result in a more unfavorable distribution of outcomes for
overall replacement rates.
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Great caution has to be exercised in considering even these more carefully calculated
results for a number of reasons. The estimates require returns for each of the years for
every one of the 10,000 participants. However, the report does not use historical returns,
but rather forward-looking calculations based on long-term return assumptions,
volatilities, and correlations across many asset classes.266 While the assumption is that
returns in one year are not correlated with returns in other years, this is not necessarily
the case. There have been and can be sustained periods over which returns have been
consistently low (or high). Moreover, presumably the sample of returns from which
selections are made are assumed to follow a normal distribution, which is, again, not
necessarily the case. Some account needs to be taken of so-called “fat-tails” to the
distributions, “black swan” events, etc. Moreover, the calculation of the overall
replacement rate presupposes the ability to purchase an annuity at a reasonable price
with the assets accumulated. But what income can be secured from purchasing an
annuity is very sensitive to the timing of the annuitization, particularly interest rates.
Further, how large an annuity can be obtained varies widely accordingly to whether it is
bought by an individual for him or herself or through a collectively organized purchasing
scheme.267

Part II. Automatic Enrollment as a Means to Promote Participation in
Employment-Based Defined Contribution Plans

Limited Evidence About Persistence in Plan Participation Spurred by Automatic
Enrollment

Whatever the merits of the QDIA investment choices in terms of enabling plan
participants to reach their anticipated asset accumulation, the models presuppose the
efficacy of automatic enrollment in spurring workers to be enrolled in plans and
persisting in making contributions over time.

There are only two reported empirical studies of the impact of automatic enrollment on
plan participation which are of significance in this regard: one academic and the other by
one of the largest mutual fund investment managers and plan record keepers. Only the
former was published prior to promulgation of the Act. The latter was released some 3
years or so after the Act was passed.
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The academic study – really a cluster of closely related papers – provides findings from
a longitudinal study of the impact of the implementation of automatic enrollment at three
companies.268 The results of the research relevant here pertain primarily to only one of
the companies – referred to by the authors in their second paper as Company “B” –
because they concern both the current participation of employees in the plan (that is, the
ratio of participants to non-participants at any given time), and the extent of opt-outs at
the time of automatic enrollment. By contrast, for the other companies – referred to by
the authors in the second paper as companies “A” and “C’ – the results reported relate
only to whether, over time, workers ever participated after being automatically
enrolled.269

Because participants are free to drop out at any point after being

automatically enrolled, results reporting only the ratio of employees who ever
participated in the plan can provide little insight into the long-term effectiveness of such
an enrollment method.

Company B was a health services firm that employed approximately 30,000 workers. It
offered no retirement savings plan other than the 401(k) plan in question. It implemented
automatic enrollment on January 1, 1998. The researchers took 10 snapshots of
administrative data at irregular intervals from June 1, 1997 through June 30, 2000.
However, information on the initial date of 401(k) participation was not available, only
401(k) participation at the time of each snapshot.270

According to the authors, the overall participation rate among 401(k) eligible employees
at Company B was 72.0% on June 30, 1999.271 The participation rate (in the absence of
automatic enrollment) was strongly correlated with job tenure: the rate increased from
49% for those with tenure between 1 and 2 years, 64% for between 3 and 5 years, and
83% with tenure in excess of 20 years.272 By contrast, they found that ostensible
comparable pre- and post-automatic enrollment participation rates for those with job
tenure between 3 and 15 months were 85.9% and 37.4%, respectively.273

The

differences largely held up across gender, race/ethnicity, age, and compensation level,
although the youngest (under the age of 20) workers and lowest compensated workers
(under $20,000 per year) participated by far the least.274 A subsequent report about
Company B states that at 24 months’ tenure, the pre-automatic enrollment cohort
participant rate had risen to 49.8%, while the post-automatic enrollment cohort rate had
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stayed essentially steady at 85.7%.275 Finally, it appears that at 48 months out, the
former figure had risen to slightly more than 60% while the latter had remained steady.276

The other study, done by Vanguard, looked at the participation behavior of employees
under automatic and voluntary enrollment schemes, drawing on recordkeeping data of a
large sample of employees who were hired over a nearly three year period (January 1,
2004 to September 30, 2006).277 Vanguard compared new hires from 50 plans which
used auto-enrollment and 500 plans that did not, involving approximately 119,000 and
1,115,000 workers, respectively. It found that at the outset there was a wide spread
between these two types of plans: 91% of automatically enrolled employees participated,
compared to just 32% who voluntarily enrolled. However, over time there was an
increasing and significant convergence between the two, with 82% of employees in autoenrollment plans, and 59% voluntary-enrollment plans at the end of three years.
According to estimates derived from a model drawing on a cross-sectional study of plan
participants in June 2007, the report projects that participation rates would eventually
settle at 87% for auto-enrollment plans and 79% for voluntary-enrollment plans (because
some employees opt out of the former, while others opt in to the latter).278

Broadly speaking, the participation rates over time of voluntarily enrolled workers and
the participation rates of workers at the outset of automatic enrollment reported by
Vanguard are similar to those found (for Company B) by the academic researchers
referred to above. However, as described above, while those researchers reported few
drop-outs over time for automatic enrollees, the Vanguard authors describe an
increasing number of dropouts over time: nearly one fifth of those who stayed in at the
outset dropped out within three years. A more carefully review of the Company B study
suggests that for reasons which will follow, the reported Vanguard figures are closer to
the mark.

The participation rates reported by the academic study appear to be for all of those
workers who were offered automatic enrollment. Thus, the figures include both workers
who did not opt out at the outset but dropped out later and those who did opt out at the
outset but later decided to participate in the plan. But, arguably the test of the efficacy of
automatic enrollment pertains just to the former group, those who never opted out.
Taking that into account, we estimate that the relevant participation rate after three years
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to be about 78%, somewhat lower than the Vanguard figure.279 Also, the researchers
state that overall for the cluster of 3 companies they study (not just Company B), opt-out
rates for a 1 year period under voluntary enrollment are between 1.9% to 2.6%; under
automatic enrollment these rates are higher by 0.3% to 0.6%.280 Although they do not
explicitly define what they mean by “opt-out,” it appears to mean literally dropping out of
the plan into which participants had voluntarily or involuntarily (by automatic enrollment)
joined. Per the discussion above, it is not clear precisely which groups of workers they
follow, all workers who were originally enrolled regardless of whether they were still
employed after 1 year or just the smaller group that were still employed.

In all events that the authors refer to a not insubstantial opt out rate over a 12-month
period strongly suggests that their figures showing rather stable current (not cumulative)
participant rates over time does not capture the realities of automatic enrollee
participation over time. If we assume that the opt-out rate for automatic enrollees after
one year is at the mid-point of the range of 2.2% (= 1.9% + 0.3%) to 3.2% (= 2.6% to
3.2%), it would be 2.7%. This appears reasonable since, according to a projection in the
Vanguard report, the participation rate of automatic enrollees decreases by about 3%
annually.281 If the 2.7% opt-out rate remained steady over time that would mean the
participation rate after three years would drop by 8.1%. Since approximately 14% of the
automatic enrollees left at the outset, the net figure would be 77.9% after one year,
suggesting that the estimate above of an automatic enrollee participation rate of 78%
after 3 years would not be improbable.282

Thus, while positive, the academic and Vanguard findings are hardly as strong as the
former might suggest. Moreover, there are other reasons for caution.

First, the narrative in both studies suggests that the participation rates presented must,
almost by definition, relate to people then currently employed by the firm(s) at the
relevant times. Presumably, attrition among those hired at a particular point increases
with time. Thus, the increasing smaller sample on which the studies appear to report is
one which, overall, is increasingly tilted to workers with longer tenure. That would, in
turn, seem to skew the results to higher rates of participation because longer tenure
workers participate at a greater rate. Of course, the comparison group of voluntarily
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enrolled workers would also be slanted to longer tenure workers. It is not clear whether
the extent of skewing would be the same.

Second, both the academic and Vanguard findings focus on the impact of automatic
enrollment for eligible workers at large firms that typically offer plan participation to their
workers. As noted, company B was estimated to have 30,000 employees. The Vanguard
authors state that “[t]he average plan with automatic enrollment in this study is
sponsored by a midsized firm with about 2,000 eligible employees. Approximately 5% of
the plans studied have more than 5,000 eligible employees, and these plans account for
approximately 30% of the participants in our study.”283 The average size of the firms in
the sample of firms with only voluntary enrollment was also about 2,000.284

As a general matter, both the percentage of workers to whom employers offer
participation in employment-based plans and the percentage who participate decrease
dramatically with employer size (based on the number of employees). For example,
according to tabulations of responses to the Federal Reserve Board’s 2007 Survey of
Consumer Finances, the percentage of workers offered participation in a DC plan
ranged from 11.9% for firms with under 20 employees to 70.4% for firms with more than
500 employees. (The 2007 figure for the fewer than 20 employee firms’ offer rate
dropped markedly from 14.9% in 2004. By contrast, for the largest firms the offer rate
increased.) Interestingly though, the take-up rate appears to vary little with firm size,
ranging from 76.9% for firms with fewer than 20 employees and 80.9 percent for firms
with over 500 employees. (The 2007 figure for the fewer than 20 employee firms’
participation rate dropped from 80.1% in 2004. By contrast, for the largest firms the
participation rate increased.)285

Third, there are other relevant issues associated with firm size and additional
characteristics. For example, one recently completed study suggests that employment is
more precarious at smaller firms as compared to larger ones. The researchers followed
for many years a cohort of workers who were between the ages of 20 and 28 in 1985. In
that study, somewhat more than one third of that cohort started a new job in that year. Of
those new job takers, only 35.8% lasted more than one year in the job and only 23.3%
lasted more than two.286 The study found that “[e]stablishment size has a significant
negative effect on [the length of tenure],” namely the smaller the firm, the shorter the
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tenure.287 Thus, a significant percentage of workers at any firm would not even be in a
position to continue participating for very long in plans in which they were automatically
enrolled and a very large percentage of those at small firms would not.

There are related problems with respect to those younger workers. According to another
longitudinal study – this one of people who were followed from 1979 (when they were
between the ages of 14 and 22) and 2006-07 (when they were between the ages of 41
and 50) – age was highly correlated with how long workers held their jobs. For example,
about 59% of those who started a job between the ages of 23 and 27 held it for less than
1 year and more than three-quarters held it for less than 2 years.288 Between the ages of
23 and 32, people held on average about 6 jobs, so that the average length of
employment was about 1.67 years.289 Even for much older workers, the length of
employment was modest: for those between the ages of 38 and 42, about 30% worked
for less than a year and about 60% worked for less than 2 years at the job. On average
they held about 2 jobs while in that age group. 290

This suggests that the overall attrition over time among those in the automatic
enrollment sample was likely significant and very much so for younger workers. Thus,
while the relatively good news of the cited studies on automatic enrollment has been the
higher participation and persistence rates of younger workers, the likely high
employment attrition rate for those workers suggests that many simply do not have the
opportunity to continue to participate in the employers’ plans for an extended period of
time.

Similarly, while the other relatively good news offered by the automatic enrollment
studies was the higher participation and persistence rates of lower wage workers, such
workers appear more likely to have shorter lengths of employment. For example, a study
of women workers in the late 1990s found that only 35.5% of those who started work
with wages in the lowest fifth quintile worked for at least two years, whereas 73.4%
those with wages in the top fifth worked for at least that length of time.291

As noted, the academic and Vanguard research described here appears to be the only
two studies that are relatively detailed and based on actual worker behaviors that were
tracked. However, there are scattered reports of a different and more modest sort which
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shed some additional light on the matter but do not affect the points made above. Those
reports are discussed in Appendix B.

Given the emphasis with automatic enrollment on driving up plan participation rates, it is
interesting to look at the relationship between automatic enrollment and plan
participation rates in the aggregate across the country. According to the recent report by
Vanguard discussed above, the percentage of its plans with automatic enrollment rose
from 5% in 2005 to 21% in 2009, with the figure likely to have been much lower in
2000.292 However, the average plan participation rate for plans which permit employeeelective deferrals stagnated, fluctuating within the band between 74% and 77% during
the period of 2000 to 2009, with the rate being 75% in 2009. The figures are little
different for plan-weighted participations, as it was within the narrow band of 74% to
75%, with the rate being 75% in 2009.293

The introduction of automatic enrollment features appears to have, for the near term,
shored up overall plan participation rates. That is, despite the overall stagnation, there
have been underlying changes according to income, age, and job tenure that may well
reflect the effect of automatic enrollment. Plan participation rates for those with income
under $30,000 increased from 44% in 2000 to 52% in 2009, though the rate peaked at
56% in 2008.294 By contrast there were substantial drops in other income categories,
except for those with income above $100,000.295 Participation rates by those under the
age of 25 increased from 31% to 45%, though they peaked at 49% in 2009. There is
little change for other age groups except for those over 65 (which increased from 61% to
66%). Finally, the rates for those with job tenure of 1 year or less, the rate fluctuated
widely over the period with a figure of 43% in 2000 to 9% in 2009 down from a peak of
58% in 2008. 296

Finally, it should be noted that the preceding discussion focuses on employee behavior
or decision-making as they bear upon opting out initially, as well as persistence in
participation after being defaulted into a plan. However, the nature and availability of
these options are contingent upon employer behavior; therefore, lack of employer
persistence in offering automatic enrollment schemes or changing them in ways that
might detract from achieving desired account outcomes remain significant barriers to
participation.297
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While the focus here has been on participation effects of auto-enrollment, we should
also note other issues that may be of concern. Two relate to the level of contributions,
those by workers and those by employers. With respect to worker contributions, the
Vanguard authors report that contribution rates were lower for auto-enrollment plans
than for voluntary-enrollment plans, with averages of 2.9% and 5.0% of annual salaries,
respectively. There are at least two factors to which this outcome might be attributed.
One is the relatively low default contribution rates set for automatically enrolled
participants.298 The other is that very inertia which is said to make automatic enrollment
effective also operates against increases in contributions: because workers are said to
be passive, they not only do not act to opt out after being automatically enrolled, but also
do not act to change their contribution rate. Vanguard noted this issue in its most recent
annual report on defined contribution plans for which it is record keeper, stating that
automatically enrolled participants had an average deferral rate of 6.3%, in comparison
with the rate of 7.6% among voluntary enrollees; for those of low income (under
$30,000) and young age (under 25 years) the disparities were greater: 6.1% compared
with 4.1%, and 5.4% versus 3.1%, respectively.299

Another issue is the level of employer contributions. Here a couple of studies have
yielded conflicting results. According to one paper on 401(k) plans at a sample of private
sector firms with the largest (according to assets) 401(k) plans in 2007, “93 percent of
plans without automatic enrollment offer[ed] a match, compared with only 82 percent of
plans with automatic enrollment.” In addition, “the average match rate [wa]s 47 percent
for plans without automatic enrollment, but only 34 percent for those with automatic
enrollment.”300 Arguably, one factor that might reduce matching rates is the additional
cost to employers of making matches for workers who would not otherwise have
participated in the plan. The authors’ further analysis suggested that “a 7 percentage
point reduction in match rates would offset at least 42 percent of the increase in costs for
firms with participation rates of 60 percent or more before automatic enrollment.”301
While they caution that the noted correlation does not necessarily imply causation, that
is, the results “would also be consistent with the scenario in which firms with lower match
rates are more likely to adopt automatic enrollment,” they explore the former possibility
by analyzing the average match rates for each over the period of 2000 to 2002 as
compared to 2007, in other words, “in the years before automatic enrollment gained
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popularity with those in 2007.”302 They report that “automatic enrollment reduced match
rates by about 9 percentage points” at the plan level.303

These results seem to conflict with those of a different study of 225 large plans that “did
not have auto-enrollment in 2009 but that adopted it in 2009.” The author states that on
several measures of employer contributions (including the kind of match considered by
the other study, the “first-tier match”),”the average change was positive under autoenrollment.”304 The author states that “[t]he average 2009 first-tier match was 87.78
cents for each dollar contributed while the average 2005 first-tier match was 81.26 cents
for each dollar contributed.”305 He distinguishes the other study’s findings in two ways.
First, it relied on estimates of the match rate while he used actual plan information.306
Second, it did not have data on the particular year during which automatic enrollment
was adopted whereas his was definitively focused on plans that adopted automatic
enrollment in 2009.307 However, as the authors of the other study point out, significant
differences in the measures used by each study might well mean that there is in fact no
conflict, because the first study “measures the ratio of employer to employee
contributions for a sample of…401(k) plans” whereas the second “measures the change
in the potential match rate for a sample that includes switches from defined benefit to
401(k) plans.”308

The reference to defined benefits plans is an intriguing and arguably important one. The
second study author notes previous work that “found an extremely large correlation
between the adoption of automatic enrollment for a 401(k) plan and the freezing or
closing of the defined benefit plan.”309 He then reports that employer compensation rates
for frozen plans are much higher than the average compensation rate; for closed plans
they are still higher.310 The effect is even stronger with respect to those firms “that had
changed their defined benefit plans between 2005 and 2009,” confirming his hypothesis
“that the 401(k) improvements were a result, at least partially, of a simultaneously quid
pro quo for the decreased accrual in the defined benefit plan.”311 This raises more
general questions about the results of studies of automatic enrollment and how the
reported outcomes are affected by whether the firms studied had defined benefit plans,
whether active, frozen, or closed, and for whom. At first blush, policy efforts at spurring
automatic enrollment are most important for firms that offer no plan participation at all or
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for whom take up from 401(k) plans on offer are low; the former by definition would not
offer any defined benefit plan and many of the latter would probably not as well.

Lack of Persistence in Plan Participation and Contributions, Apart from Automatic
Enrollment

While there are reports based on four longitudinal studies of persistence in 401(k) plan
participation – (apart from automatic enrollment) – that is, whether workers continue to
both maintain accounts and contribute to them regularly from year to year – they are of
limited value because none provide a full picture of participation over an extended
duration.

The first study drew on four years of Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) data, from
1999, 2001, 2003, and 2005. The sample consists of all current workers in each wave
who were age 21-65 in 2005.312

The authors find that for individuals who worked all four sample years and contributed in
at least one year, only 50.0% contributed in at least 2 years, 17.9% contributed in at
least 3 years, and only 5.8% contributed in all four years.313 The researchers then focus
on the subsample of those who worked all 4 years and contributed in 1999. They report
that just 69.2% contributed in at least 1 of the subsequent years studied, 42.4%
contributed in at least 2 subsequent years, and 18.5% contributed in all three
subsequent years.314 When they restrict the sample to those who not only worked every
one of the years in question but also did not change employers over the entire six year
period – and hence, had an opportunity to contribute in every year – and contributed in
1999, they find that 78.3% contributed in one subsequent year, 54.8% contributed in two
subsequent years, and 27.4% contributed in all three subsequent years, a rate that is
still quite low.315 Lastly, the researchers examine the persistence of contributions from
year to year. They find that less than half of those who contribute in one year do so in
the following survey year. For example, of those individuals who participated in 1999,
only 42.9% contributed in 2001, while 26.7% contributed in 2003, and 16.2% did so in
2005. Figures are comparable for those who contributed in 2001 and 2003.316
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The second study explored persistence of the making of contributions to 401(k) accounts
over the period 1999-2002. It drew on data from individual tax returns and information
returns, creating a panel of over 71,000 individual taxpayers who filed in all four years.317
The panel was said to be representative of 143.2 million taxpayers who filed returns in
each of those years. The study found that 60.4% of those who contributed to a 401(k) in
1999 continued to do so in each of the following three years, with a decline from one
year relative to the previous one of about 15%. How much to credit these findings is not
clear. Based on these numbers, one would conclude that 11.0% of all of these taxpayers
contributed to a 401(k) in all four years.318 But participation and persistence rates should
be calculated on those who were employed during the tax year and were offered and
participated in a plan. Certain people who are employed may not file a tax return
(because they are not required to). Clearly, many taxpayers may not be employed, let
alone be offered participation in and be members of a plan.

The third study offered some indirect evidence of persistence in 401(k) participation. It
was done by Vanguard and pertained to the behaviors of participants covered by the
EBRI/ICI 401(k) data base.319 More particularly, the authors report that 2.4 million
workers who were employed every year from 1999 through 2007 had 401(k) account
balances with their employers at the end of every one of those years. That group
represented only 23% of the 10.3 million participants who had accounts with their
employers at the end of 1999. This suggests rather low sustained participation in the
sense of maintaining accounts. The results do not offer any direct insights into
persistence of contributions into those accounts. Moreover, even then, some caution
must be accorded any conclusions about participation in the sense described. The
authors refer to a sample of people who have maintained accounts. They do not state
whether those people were employed with their 1999 employers throughout the entire
period. This is important because a significant fraction of those who leave their
employers by virtue of job loss, job change, or retirement, at the time of leaving choose
to keep all or some of their accumulated assets in the plan they had with that employer.
As discussed earlier, the extent of job loss or job change over time is great. For workers
between the ages of 18 and 42, a very large proportion (from 65% to 94%) of workers
are employed with any given employer for less than 5 years, and the vast majority
(roughly over 90%) remain with that employer for less than 10 years.320 Thus, on one
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hand, an increasing fraction of the 1999 sample would not have had the opportunity to
contribute to the plan (by virtue of no longer being employees). On the other hand,
despite no longer being employees, they might well have taken the opportunity to keep
some of their assets in the accounts they had with their former employers.321

The fourth study combined Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) data and
administrative data from the Social Security Administration (SSA) Detailed Earning
Records to examine employee participation over a 12-year period (1990-2001).
Unfortunately, information on whether employees were offered participation in an
employer-sponsored retirement plan was not available prior to 1997, so it is impossible
to differentiate between those who chose not to participate from those who were not
provided the choice before that time. Thus, for the most part the findings offer only a
global perspective on the number of years in which people made contributions during the
period examined, actions which may have been driven by not being employed, being
employed but not being offered participation in a plan, and being offered participation
and being members but not making contributions. Over the 12-year period 58% of those
ages 20 to 69 in 2001 made no contributions to an employer-sponsored plan during any
of those years. About one fifth (19%) contributed in 1 to 4 years, 17% contributed in 5 to
10 years, and only 6% contributed in 11 to 12 years.322

Finally, it should be noted that there is a very modest UK literature on the persistence of
contributions to various kinds of individual account-type plans, although it has limited
relevance here.323

Part III. The Obama Administration’s Automatic IRA Proposal
The Obama administration offers no proposals to seriously expand the universe of
employers who offer their workers participation in an employment-based plan. Rather, it
largely takes such plans as they are, operating at the edges with respect to those who
already have the opportunity to participate in a plan. That being said, perhaps most
importantly, it would expand the Saver’s Credit (which applies both to qualified
employment-based plans and IRAs) to enable more people to be able to have the
benefit of the credit. Correspondingly it very modestly tilts the current scheme of tax
subsidies for retirement income security away from favoring higher income individuals.
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Arguably, enjoying such a tax credit is an incentive for people to participate in defined
contribution plans offered to them or make greater contributions if they do participate.
Other proposals relate to increasing the transparency about 401(k) fees, averting biased
investment advice, promoting greater disclosure about TDFs, and promoting the use of
annuities and other forms of guaranteed lifetime income.
By contrast, the Obama administration’s other proposals implicitly acknowledge the
failure over many years of the system for employment-based retirement plans to induce
plan participation beyond roughly half of the working population. But having done so,
though, they work at the conceptual margins in policy terms to effect change (although
the claimed potential impact is large). The solution, as they appear to see it, is for
Individual Retirement Accounts to be the vehicle by which to reach workers who have
been left out of the employment-based plan system. In so doing, they in many respects
leave employers with little role, though that remaining role may be problematic.

In essence the Administration would require workers at all but the relatively smallest
employers be automatically enrolled in and make contributions to IRAs, so long as those
employers do not offer retirement plans. In such cases, employers would be required at
most to be the instrument for effecting such enrollment, by collecting and passing on to
the relevant entity the employees’ contributions.324 Employers would not be required to
make any contributions, matching or otherwise. A worker’s default contribution rate
would be 3% of his or her annual wages.325 Employees would have the right to opt out
within 90 days of enrollment. (It appears that the default contributions would go into a
Roth IRA; a worker who made an affirmative choice could select either a traditional or
Roth IRA.)326

As of this writing, the Administration proposal is short on descriptions of the default and
other investments into which contributions would be channeled or directed.

According to one of the creators of the scheme, “[u]nder the expected structure, workers
will have a choice of three investment options ranging from a very low-cost savings
account for new savers to a target date–type fund that automatically changes
investments as the worker ages, with a third option available upon request. The savings
account could be a government bond that automatically rolls money into a privately
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managed account once it reaches a certain amount.”327 However, he adds that
employers will send deducted monies “to the private sector funds manager that
administers the employer’s Automatic IRA.” He notes that the “employer selects that
manager from an online list,” though he says nothing about how that list is established.
He remarks as well that “if the employer does not wish to choose a provider, that
company will be assigned at random to a funds manager that is willing to accept all
comers,” though, again, without saying who would do the random assignment.328
Certainly, the implicit assumption would be that some entity created by the federal
government would play these roles in a manner that would look similar to New Zealand’s
KiwiSaver scheme, discussed below.

However, this author, along with another major proponent of automatic IRAs (who
recently joined the Obama administration to press its retirement income security agenda)
in a 2009 book on the subject have stressed their view that “to the fullest extent
possible” investment, record-keeping, and other functions be performed by the private
sector.” In that regard, they “d[id] not see the Federal Thrift Savings Plan as necessarily
the model for accomplishing these tasks. For example, private financial institutions could
contract to provide the default accounts. They could be selected through competitive
bidding to manage accounts based on geography or capacity.”329 By contrast, the
“Automatic IRA Act of 2007” (S. 1141 of 2007) detailed the creation of a TSP Board [The
Federal Retirement Thrift Investment Board] II with a not insubstantial role in determining
possible default and other IRA investment choices.330

This approach has, however, been abandoned in the recently filed “Automatic IRA Act of
2010” (S. 3760 of 2010).331 Individuals on whose behalf automatic IRA accounts are
opened are limited to three investment options: “principal preservation,” “blended
investment,” and “[a] broadly diversified class of assets or fund providing somewhat
higher investment in equities than [the blended investment option.”332

The principal

preservation categories nominally covers a vast range of potential investment
vehicles.333 The blended investment is characterized as being “a broadly diversified
class of assets or fund….that is substantially similar to target date, life cycle, balanced or
similar funds.”334
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If the individual does not make an election as to the investment choice, if his or her plan
balance is below a specified modest amount, the default is the principal preservation
option; if above, the blended investment option.335 It would seem then that large sums in
the form of default investments would be placed in blended investments, and given past
experience with automatic enrollment in 401(k)s and TDFs, might very well be placed
predominantly in TDF funds.
Employers can select a single provider of these investment options.336 Alternatively the
employer may select the Secretary of Labor as the provider by electing that the
contributions be invested in U.S. Treasury issued “retirement bonds.”337 The employer
may also elect to have the default provider selected under a procedure by which
providers are randomly assigned from among those selected by the Secretary of Labor
through a competitive process.338 The statutory criteria guiding the Secretary selections
are minimal.339 Apparently the employer may, but is not obliged to, allow an employee
participant to choose his or her own IRA provider.340 In all events, the bill makes clear
that the employer has no fiduciary duty to its employees if it chooses a provider on the
approved list or uses retirement bonds.341

While there have been a number of criticisms of the proposal we focus on two: one, the
extent to which this legislation would expand on IRA participation, and the other, the
wisdom or efficacy of the investment choices associated with the scheme. With respect
to both, we strive to incorporate relevant learning from the above inquiry into the efficacy
of automatic enrollment in 401(k) schemes.

Limited Participation and Persistence in Contributions to IRAs in the Absence of
Automatic Enrollment

Insofar as we are concerned with the impact of automatic IRAs on participation, the
evidentiary basis for the would-be policy appears to be at least as problematic as that for
automatic enrollment in 401(k)s.

First, it would appear that with respect to the American experience, the only trial study
was one of very modest scale and structured in a manner that makes its findings at best
of modest relevance to the policies discussed above. The study was concerned with the
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question of whether offering matching incentives for IRA contributions can increase
participation rates among low- and middle-income earners.342 Potential participants were
offered matches at the time they were having their taxes prepared, based on the
assumption that they would be more likely to save tax-refund money than money from
their weekly wages. The researchers found that offering matching incentives had a
significant effect in increasing IRA participation and contribution rates. Contribution
matches of 0%, 20%, and 50% produced take up rates (X-IRA account openings) of
2.9%, 7.7%, and 14.0%, respectively. 343 By contrast, simply educating tax preparation
staff and study participants about IRAs (but offering no matches) had almost no effect on
these rates.

It is not immediately clear whether any participants had IRAs at the time of being offered
the incentive or whether the question was even asked. In all events, there appears to
have been no follow up, so it is unknown whether those who made contributions to the
IRAs maintained the accounts or contributed additional amounts over time.

Second, the literature on participation in IRAs in general and participation by individuals
over time is not especially encouraging. More particularly, we have searched for and
examined the available literature on the patterns of IRA use. We focused especially on
the persistence of contributions by individuals across multiple years, as well as the
frequency and magnitude of early withdrawals from IRAs. We found that there were few
studies reporting findings on these subjects. Moreover, the studies not only extended to
IRA use as far back as 1987 but also did not cover overlapping time periods, rendering
meaningful comparisons of them difficult.

There were only three studies on the subject of the persistence of contributions, none of
which were very recent. One examined tax years 1999 through 2002; another looked at
tax year 1987 through 1996; and the third considered tax years 1982 through 1987. This
last study would appear to be less useful, not simply because the data is well over two
decades old, but because the tax treatment of IRAs changed dramatically in 1986.344

While reported research on pre-retirement withdrawals was more robust (and recent), it
would seem hardly sufficient to draw firm conclusions. We found four studies with
comprehensive information on the topic: a recent one that had annual data from 2007
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and 2008 alongside pooled survey results from 1997 through 2007; another using data
from 1993 and 1996; a third that tracked participants from 1992 through 2002, and a
fourth that used tax return data from 1987 through 1996. Unfortunately, the purposes of
these studies and the age groups that they studied differed in important ways, making
comparisons among them difficult, though not impossible. In some cases, it was not
clear whether a certain age group included retirees or individuals who were actively
employed.

Nevertheless, despite inadequacies of the literature, it is still possible to draw some
inferences. First, it would appear that people do not contribute to IRAs on a consistent
(annual) basis. Rather, the results of two studies indicate that they more typically use
IRAs as receptacles for depositing rolled-over contributions from employer-sponsored
retirement plans, such as 401(k)s. The most recent research – covering the period from
1999 to 2002 – supports this conclusion. The authors find that the persistence of those
who make contributions diminishes by approximately one-third every year. This results in
a four year annual contribution persistence rate of just under 35% (that is, of those who
contributed to an IRA in the first year, just under 35% continued to contribute in each of
the following three years).345 Comparable results were found by the researchers who
looked at tax years 1987 to 1996. They found that only 10% of IRA participants
contributed in each of the 10 years, while the majority, 64%, contributed in less than 5 of
the 10 years.346 This is interesting because if one were to accept the first study’s finding
that contribution persistence diminishes roughly by one-third each year and project it
over a ten year period, one would find that only 4% of IRA participants contributed every
year over that time period. These results are broadly similar to the second studies’
finding of a 10% contribution persistence rate over a ten-year period.

Some confirmation of the foregoing observations is found in study, released just as this
paper was coming to press, which was published by an organization representing U.S.
investment companies.347 The study drew on an extensive data base.348 According to the
research, in 2008, among “working-age” traditional IRA investors – defined as being
between the ages of 25 and 69 – just 9.4% of them made a contribution to their IRAs
that year.349 Interestingly, the percentage decreased steadily with age, 11.5% of those
between the ages of 25 and 29 contributing to 5.6% of those between the ages of 65
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and 69.350 Overall, of the relatively few traditional IRA investors who made a contribution
in 2007, slightly more than a third (37%) of made one in 2008 as well.351

While there has been a dramatic growth in the level of IRA assets, the increase has
been driven primarily by rollovers from 401(k) plans. For example, according to a survey
of U.S. households owning traditional IRAs in 2008, 52% had accounts that included
rollover assets. Moreover, 43% of traditional IRA participants said that the only IRA
contributions they had ever made to their accounts were rollovers.352 Further, a recent
study found that in any given year between 1996 and 2004 (the latest period for which
such data was available), total annual non-rollover contributions amounted to no more
than 11.4% of total annual contributions (including rollovers). During one year the figure
was only 4.2%.353 Also, according to a review of a large panel of tax returns from 1987 to
1996, it would appear that many (if not the majority) of those who contributed the
maximum allowable amount did not do so on a regular basis. Rather, they often failed to
make any IRA contributions in some years, while contributing the maximum in others.354
Additional evidence for the sporadic nature of contributions comes from research that
found that in 2008 only 21% of traditional IRA-owning households contributed to their
IRA, with a median contribution (among this group) of $4,000.355 An earlier survey found
that in 2004, only 26% of those who owned traditional IRAs made contributions in that
year. The mean and median contributions in 2003 were $2,700 and $2,500,
respectively.356

With regard to pre-retirement IRA withdrawals, the picture is one of small (but significant)
leakage from accounts. One study looked at data from a survey population of individuals
between the ages of 30 and 55, conducted in 1993 and 1996. It found that the ratio of
total withdrawals to total account size fluctuated between 2% and 3%.357 While such
withdrawals might not make up a large proportion of total IRA assets in any given year
that they are taken at all ages in a consistent fashion suggests that the cumulative
effects are substantial. This is especially true if there is little year-to-year overlap
between the individuals making pre-retirement withdrawals; that is, although a small
proportion of individuals are depleting their accounts in any one year, the total population
of individuals who have done so over the history of their lives is significantly higher.
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Research using recent data offers some confirmation for the observation that the total
number of individuals who have taken pre-retirement withdrawals is significantly larger
than what annual figures on pre-retirement withdrawals might suggest. This is primarily
because many of those who take such withdrawals in any given year do not appear to
do so in subsequent years. According to the authors of one study, 5% of heads of
household under the age of 59 who owned traditional IRAs made withdrawals from their
accounts in 2008; 4% made withdrawals in 2007. Moreover, in 2007 and 2008,
withdrawals by heads of household under age 59 were 10.5% and 13.6% of withdrawals
by heads of households of any age. Yet pooled survey results from 1999 through 2007
suggest that 23% of all households that made IRA withdrawals were those whose heads
were under age 59. So if it were true that the percentage of those below the age 59 who
made a withdrawal in any given year was relatively stable over the period of 1999-2007,
then the aggregate figure of 23% suggests that the practice of making at least one
withdrawal was fairly widespread. Further, not only were withdrawals at least once a
relatively frequent phenomenon but also when withdrawals were made they were
substantial: the authors found that among heads of households under 59 who made
withdrawals, a full 31% withdrew their entire account balance.358

Other data confirms both that the propensity to withdraw assets from IRA accounts
increases with age as a general matter and that not insubstantial withdrawals are made
prior to typical retirement age. According to a report based on Internal Revenue Service
data from 2004, 9.6% of IRA owners younger than age 55 made a withdrawal from their
account, while the figure was 10.8% of those between the ages 55 and 59. These
withdrawals amounted to 3.0% and 2.5%, respectively, of the aggregate IRA balances
for these age groups. Among those of age 60 to 64 (of which a significant portion might
well not be retired), 19.6% made withdrawals amounting to 3.8% of the aggregate prewithdrawal IRA balance for that age group. Of course, these figures rise steadily with
age groups. For example, 28.6% of those between the ages of 65 and 69, and 93.0% of
those of age 70 or over took withdrawals.359

Another study, this one based on 2004 and 2005 information from the Census Bureau’s
Survey of Income Program Participation (SIPP), also found that the fraction of those
making withdrawals over that two-year period rose with age, from 3.1% for those age 2534, 4.0% for those age 35-44, 4.3% of those age 45-54, and 4.5% of those age 55-58.
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Overall the share of IRA account holders who made withdrawals was 4.0%. However,
for those who took out money, the size of all withdrawals made during that period as a
fraction of aggregate account balances decreased with age: 40.3% for those of age 2534, 32.0% for those of age 35-44, 21.5% for those age 45-54, and 11.7% for those age
55-58. Among all IRA owners, the percentages for these same age groups were 1.5%,
1.3%, 1.4%, and 1.4%, respectively.360 (Note that the results on the incidence of
withdrawals “d[id] not include multiple withdrawals by the same respondents;” obviously,
including this would in some measure increase the percentages. By contrast, results on
withdrawal amounts were aggregated.)361

There are reasons to believe that these pre-retirement withdrawals (or withdrawals taken
during ages that are likely pre-retirement) are the result of adverse financial
circumstances.362 According to the 1999-2007 study noted above, withdrawals by heads
of households younger than age 59 were attributed most frequently to “pay[ing] living
expenses” (28%), followed by “other reason” (24%), and “pay[ing] for healthcare”
(13%).363 Although those other reasons are not known, the high rankings of living
expenses and health costs are indicative of adverse events. The results of another study
appear roughly analogous: among a group of individuals of ages 51 to 54 who were
tracked for 10 years (and who were therefore 61 to 64 at the end of the study), 29%
withdrew funds during this period. Of those, most of their withdrawals were attributed to
paying for “regular expenses” (41%), followed by “special purposes” (19%).364

Also relevant here is another study that drew on a ten-year panel of individual tax return
data from 1987 through 1996. The authors found correlations between adverse financial
events and the probability of taking pre-retirement withdrawals under circumstances
where there would be a tax penalty (described below). They report that the probability of
taking such a penalized withdrawal decreases as personal income increases, and that
income shocks (such as households suddenly losing earners, involuntary job loss, and
both wage and total income shocks) resulted in a greater probability of withdrawal the
lower the person’s income. A similar effect was found for those who had “lumpy”
consumption needs – they purchased a house or had college-age dependents or
medical expenses – though it was less pronounced.365 By contrast, demographic shocks
– having additional dependents or going through a divorce – had little impact.366 The
authors rely on these findings to support their hypothesis that individuals make penalized
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pre-retirement withdrawals as “a financing source of last resort.” This finding, in
conjunction with the data from the studies above, seems to suggest that many people
rely on pre-retirement withdrawals as perhaps their only readily available means to meet
pressing or basic needs.367 The results of the SIPP study discussed above offer a
somewhat similar perspective – that is, losing or switching jobs, experiencing the onset
of poor health, or purchasing a home made it more likely that account holders between
the ages of 25 and 58 (in 2004) would make IRA withdrawals. Also, having limited
education, low income and few financial assets were associated with a greater likelihood
of withdrawals, but it appears that “the lack of other financial assets to draw upon and
events that trigger financial need explain these withdrawals more than education and
income differences.”368

It should be noted that the import of IRA withdrawals needs to be assessed in light of the
disincentives for doing so, especially for those under the age of 59½, unless one of a
handful of exception applies.369 For example, for traditional IRAs, a 10% penalty on the
entire withdrawal is imposed on top of the portion of a withdrawal attributable to tax
favored contributions that would be taxable as ordinary income. The exceptions appear
to be for distributions relating to purchase of a first home, for unemployed people who
meet certain criteria, to payment of medical insurance premiums, to certain qualified
higher education (college) expenses, certain unreimbursed medical expense, and if the
individual is “disabled” (as specified in the relevant law).370 These categories overlap
with the kinds of reasons frequently offered by individuals for taking distributions. Most
also overlap with the reasons why a high percentage of workers involuntarily retire, for
example, due to health problems and disability.

KiwiSaver: A Less Than Auspicious Precedent for Automatic IRAs

Many countries, such as Chile, Sweden, and Mexico, have established individual
account schemes, but they have been mandatory, rather than automatic enrollment
ones, the difference being that in the former people cannot opt out. In the United
Kingdom, legislation has been passed to create a personal account scheme similar to
the Administration proposal into which workers will be automatically enrolled (with the
opportunity to opt-out). However, while extensive preparations have been made, it is
anticipated that implementation on a staged basis will only begin in 2011. As noted
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above, insofar as there was an evidentiary basis for the efficacy of such automatic
enrollment, it largely relied on the limited range of studies discussed above.

Thus, as far as we can determine, the only policy precedent in place for the Obama
administration’s IRA proposal is New Zealand’s KiwiSaver scheme, which began
operating in 2007.371 KiwiSaver is a defined contribution retirement plan that is organized
by the New Zealand government, although the investments themselves are managed by
the private sector. Individuals of any age below 65 may enroll in KiwiSaver through a
variety of voluntary and involuntary means: they may elect to participate through an
employer, choose to participate through a private investment company (called a Kiwi
provider), or they are automatically enrolled if they start a new job and are between the
ages of 18 and 65.372 Workers who are automatically enrolled are required to contribute
2% of their pay.373 At the time of opening the account, the government makes a tax-free
“kick-start” payment of NZ$1,000. In addition, for those 18 years of age and over, each
year the government pays a tax credit to match employee contributions up to $1040.
(Note that KiwiSaver contributions and investment income on them are taxed, though
withdrawals are not).374 At the time of the enactment of KiwiSaver, employers were
required to make a matching contribution of 4% employee pay. In late 2008, the scheme
was changed to reduce that contribution to 2%.375

It should be noted that the Obama administration’s and other proposals are broadly
speaking geared to relatively lower income households. By contrast, according to the
view of New Zealand’s Revenue Commissioner, “KiwiSaver was developed more for
middle New Zealand,” observing that “New Zealand’s Superannuation, or our state
pensions, cover our people in the low income.” Indeed, she asserted, “[i]f you’re a lowincome person in New Zealand, some people get an increase in pay when they go on
the pension.”376 It has been suggested that the small fraction of New Zealand’s workers
covered by private schemes may in part be a result of the success of poverty
prevention.377

Participants who elect to participate may select the Kiwi provider that will manage their
investments. If they fail to select a provider, one may be selected by their employer (if
the participant is enrolling through an employer). Alternately, if the employer does not
make an election as to the provider that will manage the Kiwi account, then the
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employee is randomly assigned to one of the six default schemes. After the first three
months, the employee may switch to any other Kiwi scheme or provider that he or she
chooses, or stay in the default scheme.

There are six default providers – private companies that were approved by the
government according to a competitive tender process. (Companies that applied for
default status were selected according to six criteria: security and organizational
credibility, organizational capacity, proposed design of the providers default KiwiSaver
scheme,

administration

capability,

competitive

fee

levels,

and

investment

capacity/capability). It would appear that each of these default providers offers a single
default fund, into which those who do not make an affirmative election (and on whose
behalf their employers did not make affirmative elections) are placed.

All of these

default funds are considered to have a “conservative” risk profile, defined as having
mostly “income earning” assets like cash and fixed income investments, with “growth”
assets (stocks and property) limited to 15%-25% of total assets.378

Automatically enrolled workers in KiwiSaver can opt out only if they give written notice
between two and eight weeks after being enrolled. After eight weeks, opt-outs are
allowed only in narrow, specific circumstances, such as permanent emigration. However,
although it is very difficult for enrollees to close their accounts, they may take
contribution holidays. During those holidays, neither they nor their employers are
required to make contributions. Starting one year after having been enrolled, participants
are not required to offer an excuse to halt contributions through holidays. The holidays
can last anywhere from 3 months to 5 years. They are renewable at any time and
indefinitely. Before that first year has elapsed, participants cannot take holidays unless
they can prove financial hardship to Inland Revenue. Financial hardship holidays can
extend anywhere from 3 months to a year. But once a participant has been in the Kiwi
program for 12 months, he or she can then freely elect to take holidays as described
above.

The only other pre-retirement withdrawals permitted are for home ownership. After being
a member of KiwiSaver for three years, an individual “may be able to withdraw all or part
of [his or her] savings (except for the $1,000 government kick-start and member tax
credit) to put towards buying [a] first home.”379 Moreover, subject to what seem to be
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very generous income and other criteria, KiwiSavers who have been members for at
least five years are eligible for a housing purchase subsidy of ”$1,000 for each year of
contribution to the scheme, up to a maximum of $5,000.”380

As of March 31, 2010, there were 1,370,000 KiwiSaver members (net of opt-outs and
account closures.) Of them, 512,000 were automatically enrolled (about 39% of all
current members).381 As of that date, 241,000 had opted out of their accounts.382 Thus,
about 32% of those who were automatically enrolled opted out.383 Between August, 2007
and June 30, 2009, the percentage of opt outs had held rather steady at approximately
33%. (Note that 207,800 current members were opt-in enrollees by way of their
employers.)384

There is a sharp difference between the income and age of those who have been
automatically enrolled and those who have voluntarily enrolled. In 2008, “[t]wo-thirds
(66%)

of

those

who

were

automatically

enrolled

had

incomes

of

up

to

$30,000…compared with approximately one-quarter (27%) of those who opted-in via
their employer.”385 While, as of June 30, 2009, the overall percentage of KiwiSavers was
roughly the same for all age groups (ranging from about 15% to 18%), young adult (ages
18 to 24) members were nearly 30% of auto-enrollees and slightly older people (ages 25
to 34) were nearly 25%. By contrast older people (ages 35 to 44) and the oldest group of
people (age 55+) represented over 25% and nearly 30%, respectively, of those who
opted-in through their employers. Correspondingly only a relatively small percentages of
younger adults opted in through providers while a much larger percentage of older
workers did.386

As of June 30, 2009, KiwiSaver had reached most deeply into the youngest adult and
oldest adult eligible population, relatively speaking. For example, the figure was over
45% for those 21 years of age, dropping fairly sharply to about 30% to those about 28
years of age, staying at that level until the age of 51 or so, then rising to a (smaller) peak
of about 41% for those of age 61.387

The relatively high proportion of automatic enrollees to date who are younger adults
might in part be attributable to younger workers perhaps being more likely to change
jobs, and hence, must be enrolled by virtue of a job change. However, there are two
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significant incentives for people, especially younger adults, to remain enrolled. First, as
noted, after a period of 3 years of membership, participants can withdraw monies for first
time home ownership. With regard to this point the New Zealand Retirement
Commissioner noted that “the reason [for the first time home ownership provision]…was
we found [that] 18- to 24-year olds would not join a scheme when you lock it in until
65.”388 Second, also as noted, the subsidies for home ownership based on extended
participation in KiwiSaver are substantial.

Data on opt outs according to age and income are not inconsistent with this view. The
fractions of those who were automatically enrolled (and were still enrolled) as of mid2009 decreased steadily according to age, from 28% for those between the ages of 18
and 24 to 15% for those between the ages of 45 and 54, and 8% for those over the age
of 55.389 This outcome might reflect the greater mobility and short job tenure of younger
workers, and hence the greater likelihood of job turnover triggering automatic enrollment.
As of the end of 2009, among those who had opted out, a relatively smaller fraction
(23% as compared to 28%) were in the youngest adult group (ages 18 to 24), whereas
relatively more were in the 25 to 34 years of age group (30% as compared to 25%).390
(Differences for other groups appear to be minor.)

Arguably, the home ownership

subsidies described above (as well as the kick start government contributions and tax
subsidies) might help explain the relatively high willingness of younger workers to stay
enrolled.

The fractions of all those automatically enrolled (and still members as of mid-2009)
decreased steadily with income: from 23% and 24% for those with incomes between $0
and $10,000 and $10,001 and $20,000, respectively to 8% and 2% for those with
income between $50,001 and $60,000 and $80,001 and $90,000, respectively.391 This
result is plausible if we assume that automatic enrollment was more likely to be triggered
for younger workers and relatively speaking, young worker incomes on average are
lower than those of older workers. As of the end of the year, a relatively smaller fraction
of those with incomes below $30,000 had opted out, whereas a relatively higher fraction
of those with incomes about $30,000 had done so. For example, although 24% of
currently active enrollees had incomes under $10,000, only 16% of all opt outs had that
income. By contrast, while 13% of all currently active automatic enrollees had incomes
between $30,001 and $40,000, 17% of that income had opted out392 (Differences for
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other groups appear to be minor.) Here too, the factors just noted in combination with
the incentives discussed in the previous paragraph might help explain these outcomes.

The early history of the program exhibits a small, but not insubstantial dropping out of
automatic enrollees, not by opting out as such, but by exercising a right to stop
contributions for a substantial period of time. More particularly, during the first year in
which members were permitted to take contribution holidays (beginning on July 1, 2008),
25,900 people did so, an average of 2,200 per month. As of June 30, 2009, those on
ordinary holidays represented about 4% of those eligible to be on such holidays
(cumulatively).393 Up until that time the increase from month to month was fairly steady.
Other factors being equal, it is not clear what the steady-state percentage of those taking
holidays will be.

Those who elected to take ordinary contribution holidays generally chose the longest
available ones. Most important for this discussion, over 80% of the contribution holidays
taken by automatic enrollees were for the maximum 5 years.394 More particularly, as of
December 31, 2009, 24,776 of 35,058 ordinary contribution holidays were for 5 years,
almost 70%. About another 12% were for between 12 months and 3 years.395 The
decisions to take holidays of such significant lengths suggest they are generally not
based on participant’s assessments of their current nor near term financial
circumstances. Participants would also hardly be in a position to reasonably conclude
they would be unable to contribute for many months unless their current financial
circumstances were dire. Thus, for many, the holidays may serve as version of an opt
out of the scheme (even though no opt out is literally available.)

Automatic enrollees in the 18-34 age range were somewhat more likely than others to
take contribution holidays.396 Those in the $1 to $20,000 income range were relatively
less likely to do so, as compared to higher income ones.397 At first blush it is not clear
how the interplay of the pressure of life cycle-related and other financial needs, the
government provided incentives for continuing contributions, and other factors might
have combined to produce these results.

Review and Observations
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This last section has two parts. First we review key points in the discussion above with
respect to (a) the provisions of the Pension Protection Act of 2006 enacted to spur
automatic enrollment in employer-based defined contribution plans, as well as the role of
default investments (including sections that relate to target date funds) in that act, and
(b) the Obama administration’s proposal to spur automatic enrollment in Individual
Retirement Accounts with employers as intermediaries. In essence, the review suggests
that the legislation (and implementing regulation) was not informed by serious discourse
or extensive credible academic or other literature, that any substantial and sustained
impact on participation remains yet to be demonstrated in a systematic way and may not
be demonstrable; and that use of TDFs as the principal default investment is fraught with
serious problems for plan participants. The review further suggests that the evidentiary
grounding of the proposal for automatic IRAs is at least as problematic and that the only
currently operating roughly analogous scheme (in New Zealand) does not offer strong
encouragement for that approach.

Second, we offer observations about the broader implications of the review for
retirement income security policy. We suggest that the problems of the legislation and
proposal, such as illusory choice, agency, complexity, and expense, are likely to plague
many efforts at creating individual accounts, either through employment, or otherwise.
We argue that while the problems might not be insuperable, considerable effort would be
required to meaningfully solve them; among the challenges are the nature, structure,
and behavior of the financial service industry proffering investment products. We
contend that serious attention needs to be given to alternative government or not-forprofit means for investing retirement contributions. Most generally, we assert that a truly
considered approach to retirement income security policy requires much more thought
about what are and should be the goals of that policy and how it relates to other policies
that bear directly or indirectly on well-being in retirement.

Part 1

Prior to enactment of the legislative provisions aimed at spurring automatic enrollment in
401(k) plans, there was very limited published empirical evidence about the impact of
such an approach on plan participation. The primary evidence of that sort was based a
series of closely linked academic studies – all pertaining to the same small sample of
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large companies – which drew on outcomes of efforts by those companies to
automatically enroll their workers. Indeed, information on current participation rates over
time resulting from implementation of automatic enrollment was reported for only one of
those companies.

On its face, that empirical evidence suggested that automatic enrollment might
substantially increase participation at the outset, and perhaps for some months after
enrollment, as compared with workers not automatically enrolled. This was especially
true for those historically less likely to have participated in plans offered to them,
including younger, lower income, and racial/ethnic minority workers. A much more
recent, mutual fund asset manager report and a scattering of other, more anecdotal
reports offer some confirmation of that work.

However, a more detailed look at the companies studied, and the cohorts of workers
whose participation was the subject of study and other considerations suggests that the
asserted conclusions or claims about the impact of automatic enrollment on participation
might well be overstated for at least three kinds of reasons: (1) the greatest problems
with plan participation are with employers much smaller than those studied; (2) if
account is taken of the impact of job tenure on the sample being studied, the outcomes
for the original automatically enrolled cohort are weaker; and (3) the adverse effect of
taking account of job tenure is most pronounced both for the problematic smaller
companies and for those who are younger or of low-income for whom the study
outcomes were otherwise relatively strong. Although we have not canvassed the subject
here in detail, we note that there is some modest literature pointing to certain negative
consequences of automatic enrollment, among them that contribution rates by
automatically enrolled participants are lower than those of voluntary ones and that
employers who automatically enroll their workers may cut back on their matching
contributions.

Publicly available reports suggest that there was minimal legislative discussion about
which investments should be denominated as the qualified default investment
alternatives into which automatically enrolled participants’ contributions might be
directed (to afford certain legal protection to employers). The legislative directive to the
agency (the Department of Labor) to which Congress delegated the responsibility to
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more specifically prescribe those investments was very brief and very general. Published
input in the form of comments to that agency on what the specification should be was
almost entirely from industry interests. The arguments offered by the agency for the
specification of default investments seem, at best, too thin. On their face neither
Congress nor the agency drew on potentially relevant academic and other literature with
regard to factors and considerations that bear upon designation of default investments.
The nature of the agency’s mission and role was arguably not one which would have
afforded it the institutional knowledge and expertise that was needed to formulate the
specification. The requirements other countries have imposed on the designation of
default investments in government mandated or incentivized individual account schemes
vary quite widely. While there is much to be learned from that experience, it appears not
to have been consulted.

Of the default alternatives authorized by law and regulation, target date funds (TDFs)
quickly emerged as the predominant one. The legislation and implementing regulations
are associated in time with a dramatic increase in employer mandated automatic
enrollment. They are also correlated with an enormous growth in contributions invested
in TDFs running into the hundreds of billions of dollars with projections of future
increases in the relatively near future running to several times that amount.

There are significant differences among practitioners and others as to what are the
appropriate goals or purposes of TDFs as investment vehicles. In a number of important
respects the lack of clarity about goals reflects most immediately the incremental, pathdependent nature of how legislative changes are typically made, but more generally the
failure to consider how these changes and other proposals that have been broached fit
within a broader, historical policy framework for income security in retirement. It is a
framework the goals of which have neither been fully nor consistently articulated.

Even when practitioners and others seem to work from similar (if not identical)
assumptions about goals and purposes, they appear to have sharp or fundamental
differences as to what are the proper methodologies by which to determine the
investments that should be included in TDFs.
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Although the arguments in favor of TDFs are grounded in the premise that the TDF will
be the participant’s sole retirement plan investment, as a matter of investment theory this
assumption appears to be highly problematic. It may also be dubious as a matter of
practice, especially in light of evidence that plan participants’ behavior with respect to
their TDF and other investment choices frequently operates against that premise.

Moreover, TDF models typically assume that workers make regular contributions while
with a particular employer and across jobs – both when participation is available at those
jobs, as well as when no participation is offered – but in reality, such regular
contributions are relatively rare. As a result, the rationale for the TDF model and possibly
other permissible or possible default investment models is cast in doubt. In turn,
projections based on such unrealistic assumptions are uninformative at best and
misleading at worst.

The marketing and adoption of TDFs exhibit serious problems similar to those which
have troubled defined contribution plans more generally. These include lack of sufficient
diligence or competence on the part of fiduciaries in choosing investment vehicles and
monitoring their performance, unwarranted fees being charged for providing those
vehicles, and conflicts of interest in terms of who bears the cost of those fees, employers
or workers.

TDFs are labeled or advertised in ways that are confusing and perhaps even misleading,
so that even diligent, competent, and conflict-free fiduciaries face major challenges in
choosing from among funds offered. Even where fiduciaries might otherwise be in a
position to make a broad, considered selection of TDFs, they frequently end up with
proprietary funds managed by plan record keepers, despite these not necessarily being
the best or most appropriate choices. Such an outcome is driven, among other things, by
the marketing and business practices of firms who offer both record-keeping and
investment management services, the relative bargaining power of those firms and client
companies, the size, capacity, and resources of those firms, and related incentives to
accept bundled services. Moreover, fiduciaries’ decisions are hampered by a lack of
meaningful, broadly-agreed-upon benchmarks by which fiduciaries can assess the
performance of different TDF vehicles.
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There are concerns that the experience of TDF managers varies widely across the
individual component funds and about the financial incentives given to them being
sufficiently aligned with superior performance.

Generally speaking, discourse about and marketing of TDFs focuses on anticipated
accumulations of assets by an ostensible retirement date based on the particular asset
mixes and glide paths to be chosen. Even presupposing the wisdom of those choices,
there are a wide range of possible outcomes at any given time in the future. Yet serious
discussion of the risks of plan participants’ accumulations falling short, or even far short,
of asserted projections appears to be relatively rare. There are similar problems with
projections defined by other commonly used measures, such as the anticipated rate of
replacement of pre-retirement income.

The efficacy of implementing automatic enrollment (whatever the default investments) is
critically dependent on plan participation rates, plan contribution rates, and assets
accumulated by automatic enrollees as compared to voluntary enrollees. The modest
pre-legislative enactment literature was suggestive of higher participation rates for the
former as compared to the latter, at least over the near term, especially for groups of
workers that historically have participated less than others. However, a more critical
assessment of the literature suggests caution about high expectations.

Plan providers and sponsors would appear to have within their control large and
meaningful sets of data that could shed considerable light on the matter of outcomes
over the near and longer term. But rigorous studies based on that data are not publicly
available (and perhaps may not have been done at all). The extent of academic or other
independent analysis has been very limited. Such post-enactment literature as it exists
appears to be almost exclusively available from industry sources based on proprietary
data, and even then it is hardly enlightening.

While the focus here is on automatic enrollment, the experience with voluntary
enrollment is relevant, especially the persistence and variability of contributions. While
the modest accumulations in defined contribution plans over extended periods of time
are in and of themselves testimony to the lack of persistence and inadequate levels of
contributions that exist, there is surprisingly little published literature reporting on the
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probabilities from year to year as to whether any particular worker will be offered
participation in a plan by his or her employer (assuming the worker is employed) and
whether such participation would result in regular contributions. Certainly the scattered
and limited studies point to rather low rates of persistence over time. Thus, even if at the
outset automatically enrolled workers maintain participation at a rate higher than those
voluntarily enrolled, the factors which impose a major drag on persistence in
participation may well sharply attenuate such positive outcomes over time.

The Obama administration has advanced an automatic IRA proposal as a would-be
solution to the problem of many workers having no access to an employment-based
retirement plan and no involvement with other retirement-related individual account
schemes. Like that administration’s proposals relating to employment based plans, this
one places no responsibility on employers to make contributions; rather, all of the burden
is on workers. In this regard it stands in stark contrast to broadly similar schemes in the
United Kingdom and New Zealand, to which proponents of the proposal sometimes
appeal as a model and guide.

In all events, the prospective success of the proposal necessarily rests on the efficacy of
automatic enrollment. It would appear that beliefs in what it might achieve rest almost
exclusively on the already noted scanty and hardly compelling extant literature on the
effects of automatic enrollment in the defined contribution plan context. Moreover, there
are several reasons to believe that the automatic enrollment outcomes will be even
worse for IRAs than for defined contribution plans. Because employers organize defined
contribution plans, they presumably deem such plans to be important (whether as a
recruitment or retention tool or otherwise). Thus, employers would have a significant
interest in bringing opportunities to participate to the attention of their workers, educating
them about the plans, and encouraging or incentivizing them to participate. Arguably
such employer actions have had non-trivial impacts. By contrast, employers would be
much more peripheral to government mandated and organized automatic enrollment in
IRAs.
Indeed, an important issue is whether the legislation would spur employers to abandon
their own retirement plans in favor of the proposed IRAs.398 The available literature
relevant to this issue is very modest at best. While a major study commissioned by the
AARP was done to consider the feasibility, cost, and impact on savings of the Obama
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administration proposal, the section entitled “Effect of the Automatic IRA Proposal on the
Incentives to Establish or Continue to Maintain Qualified Retirement Plans, is slightly
over one page long and offers only plausible, broad gauge assertions about
unproblematic outcomes.399 In certain respects those projected results (and the reason
for them) are, for reasons provided below, a two edged sword.

As noted, the UK is about to implement a scheme that is somewhat similar to the one
the Obama administration has proposed. There debate over the scheme has included
contentions that it would result in what has been termed “leveling down.”400 A recent
characterization of the effect was that

“[t]here are existing schemes that provide higher benefits for members on low to
medium incomes than personal accounts, or ‘qualifying schemes’. The Pensions
Bill as drafted will make companies choose between undergoing an expensive
restructuring of their present arrangements, or adopting personal accounts.
Employers that do not currently auto-enroll employees into their arrangements
will experience increased costs after 2012. Faced with the inflexibility and
complexity currently being proposed many are likely to throw in the towel and opt
for personal accounts for all employees.”401

One dramatic characterization drew on a survey and study by a major UK consulting
firm, which asserted that “24% of employers who are currently making contributions over
3% will offer a lower contribution rate ‘than the one they offer their staff generally in their
open pension schemes.’ This represents reduced provision for 2.4 million employees” (in
the range of 10% of those working).402 The 3% figure is significant because the UK
legislation requires employer contributions equal to 3% of pay. While the reasons offered
in connection with possible leveling down noted in the next two preceding paragraphs
were “inflexibility and complexity,” the survey just referred to suggests that “commercial
considerations” might be important in the decision.403

Recall that the Australian scheme discussed above - one which requires mandatory
creation of, worker participation in, and employer contributing to individual accounts (at
the rate up until recently of 9% of pay). There is some evidence of a negative effect of
Australia’s mandatory creation and (employer) contributions to individual account
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schemes created through employers implemented more than a decade ago, though we
have located no thoroughgoing study of the issue.404 Also, we have not located a study
of the anticipated or actual impact of New Zealand’s KiwiSaver scheme on existing plans
offered to workers.405

On its face, these factors suggest that imposing a required amount of employer
contributions might bear heavily on whether employers level down in response, though
as noted, the inflexibility and/or complexity (and perhaps attendant administrative or
other expenses) might influence employer behavior. So the “good” news of the Obama
administration proposal is that there are no required employer contributions. As the
AARP report bluntly puts it, the proposal “requires no employer contributions no
employer compliance with qualified plan or ERISA requirements, and no employer
responsibility (or fiduciary liability) for selecting investments, selecting an IRA provider,
or opening IRAs for employees.”406 The “bad” news is at least two-fold. The financial
burden of contributions is solely on the workers unless he or she qualifies for the
proposed modestly increased tax credit (the Savers Credit). In the first instance, there
may be no effective fiduciary or other protection of workers as IRA investors. The weight
and expense of stepping into the breach will be on the government (and federal
taxpayers).

Further, there is remarkably little substantive literature on the persistence of (voluntary)
contributions to IRAs. Such literature as appears to have been published suggests that
individuals exhibit low levels of persistence in making year to year contributions to IRAs.
(This behavior is, of course, exhibited by the relatively modest fraction of the population
which has chosen to establish IRAs in the first place. Moreover, IRA account holders are
relatively speaking more affluent than the general population; so, other factors being
equal, persistence among lower income individuals might be even worse.) Also, while
the evidence is fragmentary and uncertain at best, it would appear that a significant
number of IRA holders make not insubstantial pre-retirement withdrawals, indeed,
withdrawals prior to the age of 59½ despite a significant tax penalty for doing so. The
overall low average and median accumulations in IRAs over extended periods of time is
indirect confirmation of these behaviors.
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Thus, if experience with voluntary participation is any guide, unless automatic enrollment
can be anticipated to yield enormous improvements, the prospects for sustained
participation by many workers would appear to be dim (and perhaps especially so
among younger and lower income workers for whom concern is greatest). As the
extended discussion above about TDFs as the predominant default vehicle for automatic
enrollment in defined contribution plans suggests, there are a wide range of very serious
and troubling problems that both employer fiduciaries and plan members face in
deciding how participants’ contributions are invested. There seems little reason to
believe that the concerns raised by a similar approach with contributions to IRAs via
automatic enrollment would be any less. Indeed, they are likely to be greater, not the
least because such protections that employers might provide, spurred by their business
interests and the obligations of fiduciary duty, would not be available.

Finally, there would appear to be only one currently operated government scheme for
mandated automatic enrollment (with an opt-out) through an employer similar enough to
the Obama administration proposal which might afford any meaningful insights as to how
successful that proposal might be. As described above, certain aspects of New
Zealand’s KiwiSaver scheme are relevant, for example, provisions require automatic
enrollment (with an opt out) of people when they start a new job. Also as described,
while many workers have been enrolled in this way, during the relatively brief period of
time during which KiwiSaver has operated, many have not remained enrolled. Over
much of the life of the scheme the percentage of those opting out immediately has been
over 33%. In addition, 4% of those who did not opt-out immediately have since taken
advantage of the opportunity to take permissible contribution holidays, a substantial
majority of which are five year holidays. Similarly, while those who are in KiwiSaver by
virtue of automatic enrollment are younger workers, this outcome might be a
consequence of younger workers being more likely to change jobs.

More importantly, there are very significant financial incentives for KiwiSavers to not opt
out and continue to contribute that may be of special significance for younger (and
arguably lower income) workers and which substantially outstrip what the closest
American analogue, the Saver’s Credit (as it would be expanded under another Obama
administration proposal), affords to United States workers. This would suggest that in the
absence of such great incentives, many more young (and lower income) workers and,
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hence, many more workers overall would either opt-out immediately or take contribution
holidays.

In addition, it would appear that by virtue of its state pension scheme, New Zealand is
quite generous to low income workers and for that reason, gears KiwiSaver to middle
income ones. By contrast, the Obama proposal is more aimed at lower income workers
for whom the United States’ state pension scheme (Social Security) is relatively less
generous. What effect this difference has on KiwiSaver participation in or the level of
contributions by lower income workers to the scheme is not clear. For example, these
workers appear to have the prospect of a relatively high government guaranteed income
stream compared to their pre-retirement income, which might make them feel in a better
position to divert current income to KiwiSaver.407

Part 2

Apart from the specific strengths and weaknesses of the origins, nature, and
implementation of the 2006 legislation and what has been proposed by the Obama
administration, they suggest broader or more general lessons to be learned. They
include the following:

The concerns posed by an almost mind-numbing diversity of views about TDFs both
generally and especially as a default investment for automatic enrollees, are in many
respects peculiar to that investment vehicle. However in a number of important ways
they reflect problems common to efforts to design individual account schemes,
especially those schemes which incorporate provisions for automatic enrollment.

For example, in the abstract, the expectation (or hope) is that 401(k) or other individual
account plan participants will increase their financial security in retirement by making
consistent and sufficiently high contributions over an extended period and that the right
choices for investing those contributions. The premise is that workers should have a
choice in investment (and contribution) decisions. The investment choices are
presumably those which, among other things, reflect their current and future life
circumstances and preferences. This notion is paired with the presupposition that those
workers will have the knowledge, skills, and other resources and capabilities to make the
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choices that are “right” for them. The weight of the evidence is by far against that
presupposition. Moreover, for employment-based schemes it is actually plan fiduciaries
who structure worker choices by fashioning the investment menus. So, by definition
worker choice is constrained from the outset, if not devoid of much meaning. How much
so depends, among other things, on the size and scope of the particular menus of
investments workers are offered. In principle, the imposition of fiduciary duty is aimed at
assuring sufficient diligence, competence, and disinterestedness in the formulation of the
menus. Unfortunately, it is not at all obvious that employers (especially those who do not
currently offer a retirement plan) are now or in the future likely to be ready, willing, and
able to play the required role.

In all events, the extent to which efforts at automatic enrollment in tandem with specified
default investments are sufficient to the task is presumably linked to how well they
enable workers, through the choices they have as plan participants, to make enough
progress in increasing their financial security in retirement. But that, in turn, requires a
specification about what kind of progress is desirable or necessary. Making such a
specification further supplants worker choice, because individual workers might
otherwise use different criteria by which to assess their progress toward greater
retirement income security.

In some measure the diversity of views about TDFs reflects their being the result of an
effort to move beyond an over-simplified, model of workers’ circumstances and
ostensible needs. Correspondingly, the more complicated versions of TDFs that are
proffered are ostensibly driven by efforts to take better account of those circumstances
and needs. But, almost of necessity, those more complicated versions entail both a
broader range and greater number of layers of provider services. That, in turn, may well
add to the expense of investments and, correspondingly, result in lower net returns on
workers’ assets. The greater complexity of services and larger number of layers of
providers also potentially increase the extent of principal-agent problems. Further, they
raise demands on plan sponsor and fiduciary competence and diligence. Such demands
would seem to be most problematic precisely for those employers heretofore thought
least likely to have offered their workers any plan in which to participate – employers
who also may well be the least equipped to operate such plans even if willing to do so:
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small employers and employers in industries employing many low-wage and racial and
ethnic minority workers.

It is close to ironic that in a number of important respects these more complicated efforts
are carried out (intentionally or otherwise) in pursuit of mimicking or reproducing certain
attributes of defined benefit plans – for example, the ability to invest in a broad range of
asset classes and investment vehicles, to employ one or more sophisticated (and
ostensibly effective) investment strategies, and to deliver income in the form of
guaranteed streams of income, e.g., annuities, etc. To the extent they attempt to do so
on an individual basis, the potential for proliferation of service providers with attendant
higher costs and agency problems (among other issues) are in and of themselves
sufficient to pose serious questions about the rationale for and efficacy of those
efforts.408

As a practical matter, any move to a more complicated scheme is likely to further empty
the nominal rationale for and ostensible commitment to plan participant choice of
meaningful content. This possible outcome would manifest the worst of the so-called
“nudge” approach to policy that has gained some currency generally and certainly some
purchase within the Obama administration.409 The approach – one version of what has
been termed “libertarian paternalism” – aims to “alter[] people’s behavior in a predictable
way without forbidding any options or significantly changing economic incentives.”410 As
one sharp critic of it has noted, nudge architects evidence a “lack of attention to how
public policy is actually made…The specifics of who the choice architects are and what
functions they perform are not spelled out, because if they were, they could not operate
as choice architects.”411 There is not only a serious concern about the transparency in
formulation of policy, but care in doing so. If policy is effected by mandate, it is clear who
has made the policy decision. Arguably, because elected and other officials can be held
accountable for a decision, they will act thoughtfully and thoroughly in reaching it. But
policy effected through nudges leaves nominal choice (and responsibility for the
outcomes) with the individuals. Under those circumstances, officials may well have less
incentive to exercise care in how they choose the nudges. This is not only a matter of
practical concern but perhaps also a moral one: It would seem irresponsible to nudge an
individual into an action when by reason of his or her inertia, or being attentive to the
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nudge but ill-equipped to resist it is unrealistic to expect the individual to avoid those
actions which might prove harmful to that individual.

In any case, the foregoing discussion also suggests that it is naïve and perhaps even
foolhardy to formulate plans for a new or improved pre-funded retirement security
scheme design without a hard look at how the financial service providers in the
“marketplace” for investment products operate and are likely to function in relation to that
scheme (or should be required to operate).412 For example, on a somewhat more cynical
view of the matter, the diversity and complexity of mutual fund offerings may reflect
problematic characteristics of the mutual fund industry, a number of which it appears to
share with what is exhibited by a broad range of consumer financial product providers.
With respect to the latter, critics have suggested that not only are there common
problems of consumers not having the resources to make sufficiently informed
purchasing decisions and being confused by choice from among a plethora of products,
but also that those problems are exacerbated by providers’ ability to change what may
be unessential characteristics and the corresponding terms of those products.413 The
similarity of this characterization to one made in the course of a government review of
the mutual fund industry is striking: that is, it “exhibits the characteristics of monopolistic
competition.” Additional similarities include the presence of a large number of firms,
easy entry into the market, and the particular products offered. As the GAO noted,
“firms’ products differ from one another in terms of quality, features, or services,” and
correspondingly, because the products are so differentiated, “firms can charge different
prices from others firms,” resulting in “higher pricing levels” and products that “are
promoted by brand, rather than price.”414 As such, one critic has characterized the
mutual fund industry more starkly as one which embodies “strategic complexity.”415

Given how one commentator has characterized them, one might view TDFs as a case in
point: “[t]he marketplace for [TDFs] is dominated by a lack of plan sponsor choice of
target date fund selection, high exit barriers, imperfect buy-side information and
heterogeneous products.”416 Insofar as that characterization is apt it renders even more
problematic the rhetoric and reality or meaningfulness of choice that is one of the
underpinnings for currently proposed automatic enrollment-related initiatives by the
Obama administration. It seems implausible to believe that the marketplace-related
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problems of TDF funds would not extend to the broader range of mutual fund or other
products available now or in the future..

In certain respects this concern in conjunction with automatic enrollment resonates with
others raised in the recent debate over health care insurance “reform.” Certainly, there
was (and there remains) much inflammatory and otherwise dubious rhetoric about
“socialism” in connection with nearly compulsory enrollment in a government-mandated
health insurance scheme. But that notwithstanding, at minimum, it reflects a core of
legitimate concern about what is akin to default enrollment into a plan in which
participants will face a marketplace organized and dominated by corporate players
whose interests and behavior may not be well-aligned with those of plan participants.

More generally, the financial markets meltdown, the role of major financial services
companies in it, and the devastating consequences for working people, retirees, and
would-be retirees alike, offer a cautionary tale about the relationship between meaningful
reform as it relates to retirement security and financial markets reform more generally.
That analogous and serious fears about the role of firms in the financial services markets
referred to above have given rise to an extraordinarily strong effort to protect consumers
through a new agency with wide reach and a panoply of powers is indicative of the
challenges individual investors face. It appears that the massive financial markets reform
bill did not place key retirement financial services products within the purview of any
such agency. These fears exacerbate others suggested above that any would-be
government policy reliant on IRAs (or other individual account arrangements) as primary
vehicles for enabling all households to gain financial security in retirement would, in the
first instance, leave those enrolled even more at the mercy of purveyors of products than
would-be participants in plans established and operated by their employers.

Financial markets reform as a general matter in combination with a powerful and
effective consumer financial services products agency accorded authority over individual
retirement investment products in particular might meaningfully reshape the relationship
between market providers and ultimate users, individual plan participants. But failing
that, the use of existing or the creation of new, non-market driven asset manager
intermediaries and/or intermediaries with different accountability structures is worthy of
serious attention. In the first instance, one might think of a government operated
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entity.417 Of course, whatever the reality, popular perceptions about the efficiency and
effectiveness of government agencies might result in a call for such an approach at best
falling on deaf ears. Failing that approach, looking to not-for profit-bodies with
governance structures that incorporate accountability to workers as members and/or as
taxpayers or citizens merits consideration.418

Finally, whatever the intermediary and its governance structure, there still remains the
question of the extent to which reform of retirement income security policy should be
geared to individual accounts and individual investment decision-making. Certainly that
is a topic fraught with controversy – ideological, political, and otherwise. On one hand,
notwithstanding criticism, the U.S. has successfully operated a nearly universal,
mandatory pay as you go scheme – Social Security – which is collective in nature, that
is, there is no individual choice as to whether a contribution is to be made or what is
done with the monies. (Note, too, Social Security requires equal employer and employee
contributions; by contrast, the Obama administration proposals require no contributions
by employers.) Further the apparent success of a broadly similar but partially pre-funded
scheme in Canada suggests that a(n at least partially) pre-funded Social Security could,
in principle, work here as well. Indeed there already is some precedent for such an
approach in the United States.419 On the other hand, notwithstanding the weaknesses or
problems associated with them, individual account schemes that are other than universal
and other than mandatory might under certain circumstances have a place. In that
respect, the issue resolves itself into one as to roughly where in the spectrum between
the two any major new federal scheme that is a supplement to Social Security should be
located.420

A thoughtful and perhaps wise judgment in that regard would appear to rest on (among
other things): (a) what constitutes as a societal matter the minimal acceptable standard
of living that people should enjoy after the time when they might reasonably be expected
to have fully retired; (b) again as a societal matter, what standard of living in retirement
of those who have had a full working life should reasonably expect in relation to that
which they enjoyed during their working lives; and (c) the role of federal policies through
cash and non-cash payments, tax subsidies and the like that bear directly or indirectly on
the standard of living people enjoy in retirement. Arguably, the mix of universal,
mandatory, and more secure elements as compared to not-necessarily-universal,
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voluntary and riskier elements would shift with the goal: tilt sharply toward the former for
achieving a minimally acceptable standard of living, less so with regard to sustaining a
pre-retirement standard of living, and even less so with reference to a higher one.421
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Appendix A

As suggested in the main text, there needs to be clarity about the overall retirement
policy framework and the goals that it embodies. For example, the primary or perhaps
even exclusive goal might be to ensure that people have some minimally adequate
financial security in retirement. In those terms, a secondary goal might be to afford
workers meaningful opportunities to sustain themselves beyond what that minimal
standard would afford. Even if it the exclusive or primary goal were as suggested,
questions remain as to how to define minimally adequate financial security. It could be
determined in relation to a person’s pre-retirement standard of living as measured, for
example, by some replacement rate of his or her pre-retirement income. Alternatively, it
could be based on an absolute standard of well-being, using an official “self-sufficiency”
or “poverty” benchmark. Or the standard could reflect concerns about social inclusion or
equality, for example, the amount of retirement income anticipated as a percentage of
the median income of all retirees or, perhaps, of all workers.

As noted, the goal might alternatively embody a less strong commitment. That is, it might
be just to enable or afford an opportunity to workers to attain a measure of financial
security in retirement. In that case, while such a goal might reference one or another
standard of financial security, the concern would be to ensure workers having a sufficient
chance to attain that standard. There are or would be a multiplicity of risks (which might
vary according to the nature of the specific retirement scheme) that would bear upon that
chance. To name but a few they would be individual and cohort longevity, disability,
employment, inflation, investment risk, operational, and political risk.

To set this discussion in context it is important to recall the basic character and goals of
the first (and for many households, still) central pillar of retirement security, Social
Security. The basic character of the scheme was “national, compulsory, and
contributory” with “[c]overage [that was] almost universal” and with “[b]enefits a matter of
right.”422 More particularly, it was conceived of as a “property right rather than a civil
right.”423 Contributions based on earnings were the link between the nominal entitlement
and the specific benefit. As a general matter it appears that in the history of Social
Security there has been no explicit definition of “adequacy.”424 However, in the first
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instance, benefits were tied to earnings in part on the “assum[ption] that all able-bodied
workers (men, primarily, and women without small children) would be in the paid labor
force…and thus would earn a right to benefits to insure against poverty caused by the
specific anticipated eventuality of inability to work in old age.”425 Moreover, the benefit
formula was “weighted in favor of low income workers.”426 This feature, combined with
“family benefits without reduction in the basic worker’s benefit amount,” reflected the aim
of “mak[ing] retirement possible for lower and middle wage workers.”427

One frequently used measured of adequacy is the “replacement rate”: income
immediately after retirement as a fraction of income immediately pre-retirement. This
measure is geared to the notion of retirees maintaining their pre-retirement standard of
living in retirement. Estimates vary as to what that percentage is or should be, but
typically the figure falls in the range of 70 to 80 percent. With respect to Social Security,
it appears that for the period 1940 to 2000, for the “average steady earner,” Social
Security benefits represented a replacement rate which ranged from below 30 percent in
1940 to a low below 20 percent around 1950 to a high of over 50 percent in the early
1980s. For the “low steady earner” the figures were about 40 percent, slightly below 30
percent, and over 70 percent, respectively. For the “high steady earner” they were about
20 percent, somewhat more than 15 percent, and about 40 percent, respectively.428
These changes reflect numerous congressionally mandated, some ad hoc and some
dramatic, to the basic benefit formula over the intervening years reflecting concerns
about inflation. According to a 2007 estimate by the trustees of the Social Security
system, the replacement rate for the low earners retiring at age 65 would drop from 54.2
percent in 2007 to 48.9 percent in 2040; for medium earners, from 40.2 to 36.3 percent;
and for maximum earners, from 27.9 percent to 23.9 percent.429

As noted, the figures cited refer to replacement rates at retirement age. However, the
concern, more realistically, may well be sustained enjoyment of whatever standard of
living is attained immediately after retirement. If so, then one dramatic difference
between the original legislative prescription for the level of Social Security benefits and
the current one is the result of the 1972 legislative decision to mandate automatic cost of
living adjustments to benefits provided starting at the time of retirement. As suggested
above, Congress was over the years in some measure cognizant of concerns about
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inflation eroding real benefits. However, legislative adjustments reflecting such concerns
were episodic and ad hoc.
It must be remembered though that the contribution-based, pay-as-you go scheme
which is popularly referred to as “Social Security,” but which actually was called “Old
Age Insurance” (OAI), was just part of the Social Security Act. Title I of it included what
was then termed the Old Age Assistance (OAA). OAA “gave cash payments to poor
elderly people, regardless of their work record. OAA provided for a federal match of state
old-age assistance expenditures.”430 OAA was driven by an immediate need to assist
those who were then elderly people and others who would likely accumulate few OAI
benefits should they retire at the time (when OAI benefits were then scheduled first to be
paid). OAA was built on pre-existing state old-age assistance programs and involved
federal matching contributions to those state programs. The federal contributions were
supported by general revenues, not OAI contributions; state contributions were
supported by state general revenues. In 1972, OAA was transformed as part of a larger
legislative package which created the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program
which concerns the needs of aged, blind and disabled people. It was “designed to
provide a positive assurance that the nation’s aged, blind and disabled people would no
longer have to subsist on below-poverty incomes.”431 Age-eligible recipients qualify if
they are at least 65 years of age and satisfy maximum “countable income” and
“countable resources [assets]” requirements. There are specified uniform federal
payments which may be supplemented by State payments. The federal payments are
adjusted for changes in the cost of living.432
In essence then, the Social Security Act was, in part, informed by the goal of
guaranteeing people a level of income at retirement. With respect to the OAI provisions,
the particular level was in considerable measure linked to the amount of time people
spent in the work force and the amount of their earnings. Such a link was grounded in
the premise that benefits were rights earned by virtue of participation in the workforce. In
that regard, then, the level of benefits guaranteed was, in the first instance, tied to
measures of lifetime earnings. However, there were at least two-fold concerns about the
adequacy of the level of benefits which informed the prescription for such benefit levels.
First, there was a decision to adjust them so that they were relatively higher for lower
lifetime earners as compared to relatively higher lifetime earners. While no actual
standard of adequacy was specified, the choice to ensure relatively higher replacement
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rates for low earner workers arguably reflected an implicit understanding or view about
what level of benefits was absolutely and minimally adequate at any given time. Second,
there was a decision to also set benefit levels to take into account the level of earnings
by active workers prevailing at the time of retirement. Arguably, this choice reflected a
judgment that retirees should enjoy a level of well being at retirement that corresponded
in some measure to the level of well being enjoyed by the larger society – and especially
or more particularly – the working population at that time.

In addition, as suggested above, Social Security was focused not only on individual
workers but also their households. Thus, retired workers’ spouses (of qualifying age)
were entitled themselves to receive benefits equal to up to half of those workers’ benefits
(depending upon whether the spouses themselves, by virtue of their own work history,
were directly entitled to receive retirement benefits.) In addition it included protection in
the case of the disability or death of the working participant. Disability entitled workers to
a substitute for some of the earned income they would have received during their
remaining working lifetime and, in turn, retirement benefits relating to the working and
disabled segments of that lifetime. Surviving spouses, as noted, could receive an
amount equal to up to one half of their retired spouse’s Social Security benefits and were
entitled to continue to receive up to an amount equal to those benefits upon the spouse’s
death.

All of these provisions reflect the predominantly social insurance character of the original
Social Security Act protections against (at least) the risk of being unable to work or
greatly burdened by working beyond a certain age; the risk of being disabled during a
working lifetime and having inadequate income during the remainder of that lifetime and
into what would otherwise have been retirement; and the risk of individuals (at the time,
usually women) who were most likely out of the labor market from some period of time
by virtue of being family care providers losing the cash income earned by their spouses.

We say predominantly, because the OAA provisions of the Social Security Act entailed a
further overlay of goals. At the time they were largely seen as stop-gap to meet the
immediate needs of indigent people who were then elderly or who would be of retirement
age by the time OAI payments were (later) scheduled to first kick-in. However, as an
historical and practical matter, OAA, now under the umbrella of the federal Supplemental
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Security (“SSI”) program, remains an important support for millions of indigent seniors to
this day. As articulated in 1972, the relevant goal of SSI was to ensure that seniors did
not live in “poverty.” However, although SSI benefit levels “are often compared with the
[official federal] poverty threshold, SSI benefit adjustments are not calculated based
upon the poverty measure.”433 Indeed, “the SSI federal base benefit has, at no time in its
history, brought recipients up to that threshold,” because it was assumed “that SSI
recipients would also receive benefits from other programs such as Social Security and
Food Stamps.”434 Even if the official poverty threshold were reached there is serious
doubt about whether it is a realistic measure of what elders require for a minimally
adequate standard of living.435

Thus, debates about income security in retirement are framed or informed by multiple
and overlapping goals. To date, social insurance type provisions in the original Social
Security Act embodied the attainment of a level of retirement income through OAI linked
to (1) lifetime workforce participation and earnings; (2) an implicit absolute standard of
well-being associated with assuring low lifetime earners a relatively higher replacement
rate; (3) a relative standard of living associated with linking benefit levels to prevailing
earnings levels at the time of retirement; (4) the preservation throughout retirement of
the standard of living attained at retirement associated with guaranteed cost of living
adjustments each of which complemented by (5) protections in the face of the risk of the
untimely death or disability of covered workers. These were supplemented by provisions
in the form of OAA (now SSI) (6) conceptually and (loosely) practically to enjoyment of at
least a “poverty”-level standard of income.

At the time of the creation of Social Security, employment-based retirement plans were,
relatively speaking, few and far between. It was only during the post-World War II years
that such plans became broadly significant. For the broad mass of workers they were
initially driven by collective bargaining agreements negotiated on behalf of the unionized
private sector. But these norms for receipt of such retirement benefits extended to many
other private sector, non-unionized workers. In the first instance they embodied the goal
of enhancing retirees’ income beyond what Social Security would afford them. They took
the form of what were ostensibly guaranteed cash retirement income payments,
“pensions.” (That ostensible guarantee was more problematic or illusory than met the
eye. Enactment of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act in 1974 was required
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to render those guarantees more substantial.) These pensions were, in some measure,
geared to enabling retirees to sustain their pre-retirement level of well-being (expressed
in terms of income) after retirement.436 Correspondingly, it appears that a set of widely
held expectations crystallized around the greater level of well-being that might be
achieved – and to some degree has been achieved – by participation in employmentbased retirement plans, with a benchmark replacement rate being a measure of the
extent of that achievement.

In sum there was a scheme for shared protection against risk of the inadequacy of (what
had been working) households’ income in retirement. In considerable measure, the
employment-based retirement schemes that emerged after the enactment of Social
Security and especially after World War II, and which were spurred and supported as a
matter of official government policy, afforded additional protection for those workers who
were fortunate enough to be covered. That protection took the form of pensions (defined
benefit plans) which provided workers with guaranteed income benefits above and
beyond what Social Security offered. Both were artifacts of public policy. The former was
a mandatory scheme for social insurance. The latter involved ostensibly voluntarily
assumed obligation but as heavily supported and incentivized by significant tax
subsidies. The combination of guaranteed income from both arguably reflected a
different, more expansive, understanding of inadequacy. The subsequent development
of defined contribution plans – in the first instance, 401(k) plans – was, again, spurred
and supported by government policy. Initially at least, it was not seen as a way of
supplanting defined benefit plans. Indeed, it might in some measure be an irony of
history that they have come to embody a dramatic move away from what defined benefit
plans offered. Similarly, the shifting, erratic legislative history to date of IRAs, originally
thought to offer means to workers outside of the defined benefit system to build income
security in retirement, reflects not merely a failure to achieve that objective but also
successful leveraging to the system of tax subsidies to the benefit of relatively higher
income households.437 In all events, as a policy matter there has been no ready link
between either 401(k) (or other defined contribution plans) or IRA policies and specified
goals for income security in retirement.

The foregoing suggests several important ways to think not only about the legislation
and Obama administration proposals discussed in detail in the main text but also
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retirement income policy more generally. First, there is a need to focus clearly on the
great importance of a policy commitment to guaranteed income as both an historical and
practical matter. Second, and in turn, there is a need to attend to what the precise nature
and extent of that guarantee should be. For this and future generations it requires a
reassessment and accommodation of multiple, diverse, and overlapping goals relating to
such a guarantees embodied in initial and subsequent policy for Social Security and then
for employment-based plans. As suggested in the conclusion to the main text, there may
very well be a range of effective means for providing that guarantee in connection with
the design of new policies, whether pay-as-you-go (like Social Security) or pre-funded
(like contribution-based individual account policies such as those pertaining to
employment-based defined contribution plans or Individual Retirement Accounts). But in
all events, the design must be anchored in that guarantee.438 Third, insofar as policies
should extend beyond ones that embody guarantees, then their design should reflect
clear goals about the extent to which they might add to retirement security, a realistic
understanding of the risks that those goals might not be achieved, and realistic appraisal
of individuals’ ability to understand, make choices, and bear those risks. Fourth,
achievement of the third task is closely tied to achievement of the first two. The extent to
which aspects of any reformed policy scheme for retirement security embody guarantees
may greatly affect the ability of individuals to bear the risk of their participation in aspects
that don’t embody guarantees, and perhaps as well, their perceptions about those risks.
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Appendix B

With regard to the United States, a more indirect approach to estimating automatic
enrollment’s impact on participation was taken by a group of government researchers.
Some of their conclusions are in accord with what is reported by the academic
researchers discussed in the main text, and some not. Here, they draw on survey data
about worker characteristics to estimate the likelihood that they would withdraw or
remain in after being automatically enrolled. In particular, they rely on data from the 2001
federal Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) panel (a nationally
representative sample of 37,000 individuals). The 2001 SIPP does not contain data
distinguishing automatic enrollment-based plans from voluntary ones. As a substitute,
the authors utilize survey respondents’ answers to questions about their lack of
participation in plans, and their interest (or lack thereof) in participating in the future to
gauge whether individuals with certain characteristics would opt out or stay in face of
automatic enrollment.439

First, to assess the likelihood of staying in a plan if automatically enrolled, the authors
look at the reasons workers offer for not participating in a retirement plan. They
distinguish between those who state that they lack the financial means to do so, and
those who offer a reason relating to procrastination or inertia. They deem a person likely
to stay enrolled after automatic enrollment if that person reports that (1) he or she has
not participated due to procrastination; and (2) although not participating at present, he
or she intends to participate at some time in the future. According to a probit analysis,
neither income nor race were statistically significant factors. However, age was.
Individuals in their 20’s were 6% to 10% more likely than their older peers to participate
under automatic enrollment.440

Similarly, the authors base their estimates of who is likely to opt out on responses stating
that the person is not participating due to financial constraints, and that he or she does
not intend to participate in the future. Here, age, race, and income were significant
factors to varying degrees. People in their 50’s or 60’s are 21% more likely to opt out
than those in their 20’s. Blacks are 19% more likely than whites to drop out, though
“Asian/Native Americans” and “White Hispanics” showed significant differences from
whites. Individuals who earned less than $50,000 were approximately 13% more likely to
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opt out than those who made $80,000-$130,000. But there was no significant difference
between those who earned less than $30,000 and those who earned $30,000-$50,000
(though the basis for that conclusion is not clear).441 The authors do not offer a
suggestion as to why race and income appear to be significant with regard to the
likelihood of opting out of automatic enrollment, but not with regard to staying in once
enrolled.442

Shortly before the completion of this paper the result of a another study was released,
which offers (albeit indirectly) some insight into what the initial take up would be for
automatic IRA plans by low income individuals. The authors actually focus on 401(k)
participation. They estimate the likelihood that low income individuals who are currently
not offered participation in a 401(k) plan would participate in such a plan if offered to
them. They conclude that “only 33 percent in the lower income tercile are likely to
participate in an offered [401(k)] plan.”443 These results are at best only suggestive for a
variety of cross-cutting reasons. First, the authors consider only full-time workers.
Participation rates of part-time workers in 401(k) plans are generally lower than for fulltime workers. Thus, the percentage of all workers who are not currently offered
participation in a 401(k) plan who would participate if offered one would be lower than
33%, perhaps substantially so. Second, as the authors acknowledge, projecting from
their results to those for an automatic enrollment scheme ignores the possible positive
effect of automatic enrollment.444 That, of course, begs the question of how positive that
effect is for 401(k) plans. Third, the willingness of any workers to participate in 401(k) is
in some measure positively affected by the extent of employer matches of their
contributions. There are no employer matches required by the proposed automatic IRA
scheme, though the proposed enhanced Savers Credit that is primarily targeted to
relatively lower income workers might serve a somewhat similar function. However, in
the absence of relevant data and analysis, it is difficult to say how different the impacts
of the two kinds of incentives would be.

On the industry side of the equation, there is some additional information about
outcomes, but the sources do not report important details of their samples and/or those
outcomes by which they could be evaluated. These are discussed in Appendix C.
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Note that the response to an inquiry about supporting literature on the outcomes for
automatic enrollment by one of the authors of two major studies commissioned by the
AARP about the impact of the implementation of the proposed automatic IRA proposal
was that the Vanguard study discussed in the main body of this paper “was by far the
most in-depth examination of automatic enrollment that I have seen.”445

With respect to the United Kingdom there were a series of case studies produced, in
connection with efforts which led to a decision to implement a government mandated
scheme of automatic enrollment (through employment) with an opt-out. They involved
interviews at 11 private sector pension schemes and two public service schemes in the
UK, supplemented by administrative data from payroll and membership records, when
available from employers and pension providers. The authors of the government report
on those efforts emphasize that their data is qualitative and rich in anecdotal detail, but
not intended to support quantitative analysis. Differences in the data collection methods
of these employers and providers mean that the results for these schemes could not be
immediately compared. The researchers also note that because data on participation
rates were collected shortly after the transition to automatic enrollment (collected once,
at a minimum of four months after automatic enrollment was implemented), persistence
could not be evaluated, limiting the relevance of the data with regard to the issues
discussed in this paper.446

Four companies that implemented automatic enrollment are examined. However, all four
exhibit characteristics that make them differ significantly from the way automatic
enrollment is typically implemented in the United States. One company does not allow
employees to enroll voluntarily if they choose to opt out of the plan at any time. Another
company offered a “cash-in-lieu” alternative to the retirement plan, through which
employees could opt to get the employer contribution in cash, added to their paychecks,
instead of participating in the retirement plan. The other two companies started off with
unusually high participation rates under voluntary enrollment (both over 85%
participation), one of which suspended automatic enrollment for a period of time due to
contractual issues.447
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There were also several studies based on surveys which are suggestive in character but
are of very limited value because of the lack of information or detail which would make
them meaningful.

A 2005 report by the UK Government Actuary on “open schemes with more than 12
members” offers a cryptic reference to “active employee membership” for DC plans to
the effect that if all workers are automatically enrolled (with an opt-out), 90% participate
as compared to 53% when none are automatically enrolled.448 (“[I]t is not permitted for
schemes to make membership compulsory.”449) However, no time frames with regard to
automatic enrollment are discussed, and it appears that there may have been a wide
range of other employer actions taken in conjunction with automatic enrollment to spur
participation. Also, it is interesting to note that almost as large an effect was produced by
automatic enrollment into DB plans: 89% as compared to 66%.450 There is indirect
evidence suggesting that the impact of automatic enrollment was stronger when all
employees were automatically enrolled rather than some.451

According to a citation – we have been unable to locate the report itself – to a survey by
a major consulting firm in 2006 of employers with at least five employees, while 56% of
employees were eligible to join those plans to which employers made contributions,
“participation levels rose to 90% among employers who auto-enrolled employees into
these schemes.”452 Here, the reference appears to be to automatic enrollment into any
kind of scheme and it is not clear what employer actions were made in conjunction with
such enrollment. Moreover, at first blush it is difficult to square figures on automatic
enrollment here, in the Government Actuary report, and another source.453

A 2005 report based on a survey by the UK Department of Work and Pensions found
that for firms with fewer than 20 employees, the fraction of workers participating in
pensions who were automatically enrolled was about the same as for those who opted in
(67% as compared to 68%) although the median figure was higher (80% as compared to
69%).454 The effects were greater for firms with more than 20 employees: the average
rate was 60% as compared to 43%; the median rate was 77% as compared to 26%.455 It
would appear that these figures refer to all kinds of retirement plans, not just DC plans.
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Additional studies pertaining to automatic enrollment appear to have been written by
CBI/Mercer, and Watson Wyatt, but we have not been able to find them. However,
questions have been raised with regards to the usefulness of their conclusions.456

Finally, we note that in response to an inquiry of a person who should have knowledge
on the point, given his government role in planning and implementing pension research
in the UK, he responded with no other sources or supporting literature on the outcomes
for automatic enrollment that were not already discussed in this paper.457
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Appendix C

According to recent congressional testimony by Fidelity Investments, immediately after
implementation of automatic enrollment in corporate DC qualified plans for which the
company was record keeper, the average participation rate was 95%, with 76% being
automatically enrolled, 19% enrolling by choice to invest at other than the default level,
and 5% opting out. Fidelity also reports that an additional 6% opted out over the
subsequent 12 months, resulting in an overall participation rate of 89%, the same figure
projected by Vanguard based on an analysis of its plans discussed in the main text.458
Note, in this regard, that Fidelity states that the percentages reported are those “still
actively employed by the plan sponsor”; thus, the percentages necessarily cannot reflect
the behavior of the cohort of all those who were originally automatically enrolled.459 (As
discussed in the main text, presumably it is still the actively employed upon which the
Vanguard report focuses.) However, because the Fidelity testimony gives virtually no
detail about the sample of automatically enrolled workers, it is very difficult to know
whether the outcomes in the Vanguard and Fidelity reports can meaningfully be
compared.460

There are also reports based on surveys by several retirement plan consulting firms.
One described its study of participation and other outcomes for defined contribution
plans with and without automatic enrollment as of the end of 2005. However, the sample
was limited to “large plans,” a term not defined in the study.461 On its face the study
relates findings about participation rates similar to what is detailed in the main text. That
is, it found that the participation rate for the automatic enrollment group was 91%;
participation was substantial across age, salary, and tenure categories; and that there
were dramatic increases among younger, lower-tenure, and /or lower-salaried
employees.462 However, the document does not state whether the reported figures
pertain to those who had not opted out by the end of the relevant opt out period or (a)
subsequent time(s). A second (smaller scale but more recent) survey of only large
employers (over 1,000 employees) in 2010 by another major consulting firm states that
“in 2009 relatively few employees” opted out after they were automatically enrolled –
“85% of companies report fewer than 10% of employees opted out of the 401(k) plan.”
As of this writing it offered no details beyond that, e.g., the behavior after the end of the
opt out period of workers who did not opt out initially.463
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The Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) in 2009 offered a snapshot of
automatic enrollment outcomes. It reported in 2009 that “38% of SHRM member firms
automatically enroll their employees in defined contribution plans, versus 19% in
2006…SHRM research shows that the opt-out rate is 4% or less at 90% of SHRM
members’ organizations, and it is less than 1% at more than 50% of all auto-enroll
employers.”464 No other information was provided.

A report on the implementation of automatic enrollment at a major insurance company
found that after one month, participation rates had increased from 26,192 individuals to
32,609 (out of 34,151 eligible associates), and the average deferral rate increased from
5.8% to 6.8%. (It is not clear if this rate factors in non-participants as 0% or excludes
them).465 Unfortunately, no long-term data was available.
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